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i. A brief account o f a irglow  study
/ / A brief historical and scientific introduction to airglow
study
I he existence o f the phenomenon o f ‘airglow' was probably 
liscovered before 1800 f I ). Yniema [ 1) was the first person to 
ihoiometrically establish the phenomenon o f ‘airglow’ which 
1C termed as Earthlight. Following the suggestion o f Otto Struve, 
dvey|2J introduced the name ‘airglow’ for the first time. The 
wo main facts that led scientists to the discovery o f ‘airglow’ 
A'ereas follows:
(0 Insufficiency o f scattered starlight or galactic light 
for explaining the then observed increase o f light 
intensity towards horizon.
(m) Brightness o f the night sky was found to be more 
towards other direction than towards the Mi Iky-Way.
After Yntema [1 ] ,  Newcomb [3] and Burns [4] measured 
hat extra brightness o f night sky by means o f visual aids 
f^ fillowing which the same was measured photographically by 
fownley [ 5 J and Fabry [6j . Oxygen green line { A  -  5511 k )  
‘vas the first o f all kinds o f auroral emissions, as known now, to 
detected in all parts o f the sky and this was found to exist for 
ill time. Yntema called that emission as a permanent aurora which 
‘vas termed as nonpolar aurora by Rayleigh. Van Rhijn [ 7] was 
h^e first to give a precise mathematical expression o f airglow 
Intensity :
/ = / o / | l - { a / { a  + z )Y  sin- V 'j >< ( 1.1 )
where a — radius o f Earth , z — height o f the emitting layer, -  
the angle o f declination towards the direction o f incidence. 
VanRhi jn considered a very simple case o f a homogeneous, thin 
layer o f emission for a completely transparent spherical 
atmosphere.
There was a major problem at that lime with the percentage 
contribution o f different sources to the total brightness o f the 
night sky. The main .sources o f emissions, as was known at that 
time, are broadly classified as
(i)
(II)
(iii)
Zoifliacal light.
G^actic light,
Se|f lumine.scence o f the upper atmospheric ga.ses.
The mainproblem at that time was to distinguish separately 
the contributions o f purely galactic light, galactic light scattered 
by interplanetary gas and dust and purely terrestrial atmospheric 
emissions to night sky brightness. Rayleigh ( 8 | was the first 
person to succeed at least partially in this regard. Babcock and 
Dufay I 9 ) used the polarization property o f light in their 
observation o f night sky brightness and inferred about amount 
o f light coming in certain direction o f observation . It was 
Rayleigh [8] who made for the first time, the absolute 
measurement o f intensity o f green line emission from night sky 
and was the first to express it in terms o f the number o f atomic 
transitions per second in a column along the line o f sight as
/ = 4.;r r^ y = An J r )d r  and 
0
!  = {A a / 4 n )° jF (r )d r . ( 1.2)
where F(r) -  No. o f photons / c.c. sec. observed in an arbitrary 
direction o f line o f sight at a distance o f ‘r ’ from the 
source o f emission,
A  - The effective areal aperture o f the photometer,
0 -  The effective angular range o f clear vision for the 
diameter o f  the lense o f the photometer expressed in 
terms o f the unit o f solid angle i.e. steradian . This is 
actually small enough relative to the angular range o f 
irregularities o f emitting layer.
ryi No. o f incident photons / cm  ^sec. sterad.
E - No, o f incident photons / cm* sec . (column).
1- Total radiation striking the photometer p>er second 
(photons/sec.)
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Amongsl many other scientists who helped in establishing 
a standard theoretical basis of the science of airglow, the 
followings are noteworthy : J Dufay, H Vogel, A J Angstrom, H 
Wiechert, W W C^impbell, H D Babcock, V M Slipher, L Vegard, 
J C.Mclennan, J H Mc.Lctxl, O M Shrum, W Brunner, S Chapman, 
J Cabane, J S Bowen | 9 j identified for the first time some of the 
forbidden lines in the spectra of planetary nebula. vS Chapman 
(10 1 was the first person who attempted to explain theoretically, 
the phenomenon and different features of airglow in general. 
Radiations emitted from the atmosphere and induced by extra- 
atmospheric atomic or subalomic particles, comprise what is 
known as Aurora. Regarding different characteristic features, 
there is similarity between the aurora and the airglow. For 
example, although the aurora is specifically priiduced by the 
intcractKins o f particles, radiations emitted within the lower 
atmosphere by the interactions o f cosmic rays are regarded as 
airglow emissions. Although light from auroral origin is much 
brighter in general, than light from airglow emi.ssions, in some 
cases like that o f A 5577A green line, there is little difference 
between the two. Non-thermal radiations emitted by tenestrial 
atmosphere arc mainly the airglow emissions, although similar 
radiations produced by lightning, meteor trains or similar 
phenomena like explosions within the atmosphere arc 
considered as auroral emissions. Considering all, a component 
o f airglow is sometimes termed as permanent aurora or nonpolar 
aurora f I0|.
The whole o f the terrestrial atmosphere is continuously 
being excited by the flux o f energy which are coming from the 
cosmos. Those agencies o f cosmic origin are very broadly 
known as cosmic rays. Cosmic rays constitute o f electromagnetic 
radiations ranging from very large wavelength background 
radiations down to very small wavelength characteristic 
radiations and streams of high energy particles such as proton, 
electron, meson, hyperon etc. As major part o f the cosmic energy 
flux comes in the form of electromagnetic radiation for which the 
collision crosssection is also very high within the terrestrial 
atmosphere, we consider electromagnetic radiation as the only 
responsible agent o f excitation o f atmospheric constituents. 
Moreover, we know that most o f this electromagnetic energy 
flux comes from the Sun. Hence, solar energy plays a vital role in 
the overall excitation o f the constituents o f the terrestrial 
atmosphere.
Molecules and atoms throughout the atmosphere are excited 
by solar energy in presence o f the Sun in the sky and these 
excited atmospheric molecules and atoms return to their ground- 
state emitting electromagnetic radiation in space which becomes 
clearly observable in the absence o f the Sun from the sky 11IJ. 
Thus, the atmospheric excitation must bear a relation with the 
Sun’s appearance in and disappearance from the sky. The airglow 
is accordingly very broadly classified as twilight airglow, night 
airglow and day-airglow. The twilight airglow is further classified 
as : Morning twilight airglow and Evening twilight airglow.
The proptmional amount and wavelength o f radiations ir 
the absorption and emission by atmospheric molecules deperii 
on the molecular concentration, reaction rate and scattering 
crosssection o f those molecules, respectively. The thernm 
excitation and emission by atmospheric molecules, whict 
eventually take place in the lower part o f the atmosphere, are o; 
special interest t(> geophysicists and meteorologists. Th( 
spectral range is from near infrared to far ultraviolet. Thij 
phenomenon eventually happens in the ionosphere when, 
molecules are continuously dissociated by incident radiation u 
produce ions and the ions are continuously recombined vMtb 
electrons to produce excited atoms. Emission by these exciicn 
atoms comprises what is known as the airglow. Thus, an airglou 
researcher is primarily concerned with the ionospheic 
Depending on the ionospheric content and the charactenstic.s 
o f response to radio waves propagation, the iono.sphere has 
been subdivided into finer layers such as E-layer, F-layci. 
D-layer , and .so on. Which layer should we be interested m, 
depends mostly tm which characteristic wavelength range d(! 
we .study. For example, if we study the 6300 A  Oxygen red line, 
we would be interested in F,-layer. Subdivision o f sublayeis 
such as F j,Ft, occurs only in day time whenceforth these two 
sublayers merge together in absence o f solar energy-tlux at niyhi 
and produce one single layer which is the F-layer.
Different areas o f research in ‘Airglow study’ :
Among so many areas o f research in airglow study, tiu 
followings are the most important :
(i) Verification o f different mechanisms such a s  
Chapmann’s mechanism, Barth’s mechanism cn 
which are proposed for explaining the production ol 
various airglow lines.
(ii) Verification o f the validity o f some empirical 
equations, such as the equation due to Barbier, w hich 
connects intensity o f a particular line and the critical 
frequency and virtual height o f the layer re.sponsible 
for producing that line.
(lii) Chemical modelling by means o f proposing some kind
o f reaction for the interpretation o f various observed 
physicochemical properties o f a particular line.
(iv) Seasonal variation o f intensity o f a particular line.
(v) Latitudinal variation o f intensity o f a particular line.
(vi) Discovery o f new airglow lines.
(vii) Effect o f lunar tidal variation on the airglow line 
intensity.
(viii) Effect o f various solar activities on the airglow line 
intensity.
(2 ) Band System :
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(ix) Speculation about the possible airglow mode in the 
Martian, Venusian, and Jovian atmospheres.
(x) Discovering the influence o f ozone depletion on the 
mode o f variation o f some specific line intensity.
(xi) Examining the possibility o f and searching for airglow 
lines o f very short wavelengths such as X-rays and 
gamma rays.
Besides, there may be many other interesting features 
eoncerning airglow that one may encounter while performing 
research in airglow,
/ 2 Classification o f airglow phenomena :
Aii j-dow spectra may in general be o f three different types : 
i) Airglow lines,
u) Airglow band system ,
iii) Airglow continuum.
Specific ones o f each type that are ob.scrved in different
hours during a day, are named after the particular period o f a 
(Jay in which it is observed. 1 Fig. 1 1
Airglow/ Auroral Spectra
I'lKure 1. Classificalioin of Airglow Spectra awording to their time of 
(Huirrence and nature
E x a m p le s :
( I ) Continuum :
4000 A -  6000 A (Approx.) Height o f Peak Emission Layer is 
about 100 km. This continuum system was detected by both 
Barbier [ 12] and Chuvayev |13]. A  possible mechanism was 
proposed by Krassovsky [ 14] which is as follows :
N O - t - O --------
NO., + 0
NO^ + hv, 
► NO + O^
Radiative
association
i) Meinel (Hydroxyl) Band vSystem (Rotational -  Vibrational ~ 
Band , A v  =s | sequence)
Height o f peak emission Layer is 90 km.This system was 
first discovered by Lytle & Hampson 115 j . A |K\ssible mechanism 
was proposed by Bates and Nicolet 116,171 .
Chemiluminescence cycle
O H (r < 9  ) + 0 , ,
OH-rO  ►O.-i-n.
(li) Oxygen Band System ( 1.58|itm (0,1))
Band o f IR Airnospheric ^System -  X  ^ was first detected 
by Vallance Jones and Harrison (18).
Height ofjpeak Emission Layer is about 50 - 60 km.
A possiblf mechanism, given by Jones and Gattinger [15] is 
as follow's : .
0 , ( 'A )^ -h v (2 0 0 0 A < ^  < 3 1 0 0 A )------------ ^
0(^D)+0^(a* ^g ).
According U) Gauthier and Snclling (15] , this process is 
photodissociation o f O.^  is followed by
0 ( 'D ) + 0 , (X 'S g )  • 0 ( ’P)  + 0 . ( b ' S / )
Wallace and Hunten [ 151, on the basis o f their consideration 
o f resonant scattering and energy-transformation 
(Schuman-Runge Dissociation and Hartley dissociation), 
verified the above-mentioned mechanism o f production o f this 
band system 1151.
(iii) Lyman-Birge- Hopfield Nitrogen band system.
LBH system, defined by the transition a —> X o f N, 
appeals in UV spectra whose midlaiilude intensity is as high as 
IKR. This band was first discovered by Borth and Schaffner 
[ 19] in the dayglow.
3) Lines f  15,20,2i  j ;
(i) Forbidden Red Doublet o f oxygen 6300 - 6364 A ,
(ii) Forbidden Green Doublet o f nitrogen 5198 -  5201 A.,
(iii) Forbidden Green 5577 A  and UV 2972 A line o f 
oxygen,
(iv) wSodium Dj and D 2 lines 5896 A and 5890 A ,
(v) Intercombination lineis o f OI, Oil, N1 and N il A 1304, 
A 1356, X 1152, X7990, A 1 134, A 1200, A 1493, 
X990, >^834, /1538, A 539
^^ rassovosky’s mechanism was verified by Becker er«/ [15]. (vi) Helium line A 10,830 ( 2p'^  P  - 2,r'5)
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(vii) Forbidden 7320 and 7330 A dmiblct ol O il and 5755 
Aline o fN II.
(v in ) O* 2p-4.s A 2470UVI15, 19]
(ix) Li(070SA)| 15. 191
(X )  Fe(3860A )( 15 1,
(xi) Mg* Doublet A 2796, A 2803 | 19 ),
(X U ) HI 1216 A I 15. 191;
/.J Different atmospheric physical parameters, observational 
methods and instrumentation:
The most fundamental physical parameters which play vital roles 
in various features o f terrestrial atmosphere are as follows ;
(i) Temperature, (ii) Pressure, (iii) Density, (iv) Composition, 
<iv) Radiation (Corpuscular), (v ) Radiation (electromagnetic 
specially radiowave, microwave, UV, EUV, X-ray, y-ray ),
(vi) Wind system, (vii) Humidities, (viii) Electron - and ion- 
density and (ix) Vertical distribution of ozone.
The main sources and probes for collecting information 
about the above-mentioned characteristic physical 
parameters related to upper atmosphere in early 50\s were as 
follows 1201:
(i) Gun shell explosions (ii) Rocket observations, (iii) High 
altitude balloons ( iv )  Noctilucent clouds (v )  M eteor 
observations, (v i) Emission from the sky (vii) Propagation of 
sound waves, (viii) Propagation o f radio waves, (ix) Searchlight 
measurements and (x) Theoretical studies.
Among those all possible probes for collecting information 
about upper atmosphere, the ‘Emission from the sky’ and 
‘theoretical .studies’ are mainly dealt with in this work and are 
briefly mentioned below.
Emission from the sky :
Observations o f emitted radiations from the night and 
twilight sky mainly through spectroscopes and photometers 
were taken and information regarding the upper atmospheric 
glow were obtained. The various sources o f emission and the 
average percentages o f their contributions to the total brightness 
o f the sky that can be observed in a moonless night may be 
given as follows :
Star light (direct and scattered) - 30*}h (G) (1) ^
Zodiacal light - 15% (B )(2 )
Galactic light - 5% (Y )(3 ) y
Luminescence o f the night sky (A ir glow) - 40% (R) (4)
Scattered light from the last three sources - 10% (W ) (5)
7i-chart showing percentage ctmtribiition o f differci 
sources o f emissions from the sky in the visible region
Comprehensive surveys on emissions from night sky, know 
as airglow, were made in the early 20th century by Profs. E< 
Hulburt |2 11 , S K Mitra |221, P Swings and A  B Memel |23|,
Theoretical studies :
Empirical method is one o f the most significant pillars o f scicru, 
which is again based mainly on theoretical concepts. In casei 
upper atmospheric investigation, theoretical study may b 
broadly classified into two categories :
(i) Analysis o f data from direct observation ,
(ii) Synthesis o f concepts to match the observed dai 
and thereby explaining relation among differer 
features.
The method o f  synthesis necessarily creates physiCc 
models o f terrestrial atmosphere which successively undergoin 
rectification and modifications, may take a final form so th a l; 
least some features o f atmosphere can be explained to 
satisfactory level.
The range o f heights for an application o f theoretical analysi 
may be considered to extend from the ground level up to 1CX),()0 
kms. and beyond that terrestrial atmosphere is a meaninglc5 
term.
Different important features o f tencstrial atmosphere an 
theories concerned (as was reported in the (Geophysical Re.searc 
papers No. 43, Methods and Results o f Upper Atmospher 
Research, Geophysics Research Directorate, A ir Fore 
Cambridge Research Centre, A ir Research and Developmer 
Command) are:
(a) Atmospheric Tidal Oscillations,
(b) Dynamo theory,
(c) Theories o f the Exosphere,
(d) General circulation model.
(a ) Atmospheric tidal oscillations :
Diurnal and semi-diurnal barometric surface oscillations ar 
observed to occur within the atmosphere on both hemispheres 
Harmonic analysis o f barograms alongwith statistical analysi 
o f ionospheric observations, auroral height data and signa 
intensity measurements have been made to isolate solar
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tiom lunar tide. The fact that semi-diurnal baiximetric variation 
due to the Sun is 16 times that due to Moon while tide raising 
t(^ rce of the Moon is twice that o f the Sun, was first pointed out 
bv S u  William Thomson [ 20 ] and was tentatively explained by 
himself on the basis o f his proposition that the terrestrial 
atm osphere, having a period o f free oscillation o f n e arly  12 hrs., 
produces resonance. Analogously with the Thomson's 
pioposition, Taylor- Pekeri’s theory tells that for a particular 
temperature, the height-distribution o f terrestrial atmosphere 
may have two modes o f free oscillation. Gerson [ 20 1 found that 
although tidal variations in the terrestrial atmosphere caused 
by the Sun is greater than that caused by the Moon; the solar 
tidal effect can not be easily isolated from the strong semi-diurnal 
harmonics o f atmosphere while lunar tidal effect can readily by 
determined.
Any proposed model giving the altitudinal variation o f 
temperature can easily be tested by means o f calculations o f its 
periods o f free oscillation. According to the tidal theory, the 
pressure distribution generates a world-wide wind system. Wind 
systems play important role in upper atmospheric process 
because its average speed is much higher than that within the 
tioposphere. Lunar tidal variations have been detected in D, E, 
Fj and F\ layer while solar tidal inHuence leaves its signature 
mainly in F ,-layer. The general theory o f tidal oscillations, 
d e v e lo p e d  by M arlyn [20 ) which is also known as 
electrodynamical theory’ , is based primarily on the postulate 
that the ions and electrons move only along geomagnetic field 
lines even if the tidal motions ace mainly horizontal. Kirkpatrick 
and Mitra |201 made significant contributions in this field.
ih) Dynamo theory :
On regular undisturbed or quiet day, diurnal variations in the 
Farth’s magnetic field and associated parameters that necessarily 
includes the upper atmospheric current system can be explained 
by the Dynamo theory first proposed by Stewart and Schuster 
(20J. There are two other theories ; namely. Diamagnetic theory 
ofRo.ss Gunn [20] and Chapman’s |20] Drift current theory. These 
two theories can not explain most o f the ionospheric phenomena 
satisfactorily. The two basic requirements, common for both the 
diamagnetic and drift current theories are high temperature and 
high electron density that prevail in source-region o f terrestrial 
ionosphere while the motion o f the whole atmosphere is not at 
ill! a necessary requirement for either o f these theories. But the 
C>ynamo theory is consistent with the electrical and thermal 
properties o f ionosphere as mentioned above and with the wind 
system. World-wide regular wind systems in the ionospheric 
region is presumably, partly due to variation in temperature and 
partly due to tidal forces.
With the help o f Dynamo theory, Vestine [ 20 ] showed that 
 ^simple monthly mean wind system o f geomagnetic disturbance 
i^grees fairly with Kellog - Schilling model [20) o f  upper
atmosphere-circulation (to be di.scussed later). Dynamo-theory 
also reveals the fact that the main phase o f a magnetic storm is 
consistent with diurnal features o f atmospheric motion deduced 
from radio-star scintillations and auroral motion.
According to the Dynamo theory, electrical conductivity o f 
the ionosphere was found out to be much higher than that due 
to electron density obtained only from Radio wave 
measurements. Rocket measurements confirmed the existence 
o f a very higt* density and o f a horizontal current sheet and 
thus, the requirement o f dynamo theory was found to be truly 
realistic.
lonosphore comprises o f equal number o f positive and 
negative lonf embedded in a neutral gas which at .some height, 
moves main|y by solar and lunar tidal forces. This motion o f 
ionospheric «g io n  is presumably eased or mobilized by internal 
motion causejl by thermal energy. Bulk o f charged particles within 
the ionospli^re moves as a whole in permanent steady 
geomagnetic! field and this fact is obviously analogous to the 
ca.seof a dynamo in which a conductor moves within a magnetic 
field and produces emf. That is why the production o f some 
amount o f atmospheric emf and consequent atmospheric current 
caused by this kind o f motion o f ionospheric charged particles 
IS known as the Atmospheric Dynamo Effect |24]. Ionospheric 
current caused by the atmospheric dynamo effect on the other 
hand, produces another magnetic field which interacts with the 
primary magnetic field o f the Earth. This interaction follows 
successively the trio o f Ampere’s circuital law, Faraday's law 
and Lenz's law and produces a repulsive force between the 
sources respectively o f the primary and the secondary magnetic 
field i.e the Earth and the ionospheric conducting sheet. As a 
result o f this repulsion, the electron-ion plasma in the 
ionosphere moves as a whole, to the range o f strong geomagnetic 
field. This is again some kind o f effect that occurs within an 
electrical motor. Thus, this effect is called the Atmospheric Motor 
effect.
It has been found that as a first approximation, the ‘dynamo' 
is situated in E-region and the ‘motor’ m the F-region 124 j .
{c) Theories o f  Exosphere :
Terrestrial atmosphere, being gravitationally bound by Earth, 
rotates with Earth’s axial rotation and it experiences the 
influences primarily o f the following factors :
(i) Earth’s Gravitational force,
(ii) Centrifugal force due to Earth’s axial rotation,
(iii) Thermal energy which manifests mostly in the form 
o f  mean molecular kinetic energy within the 
atmosphere (mean free path, density, pressure),
(iv) Conservation o f angular momentum ,
(v) Influence o f  external gravitating cosmic bodies 
(mainly the ‘Sun’ and the ‘Moon’ ),
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(VI) Incidence of electromagnetic radiation and cosmic- 
ray particles from outside,
(vii) Effect of geomagnetic field. Atmospheric Dynamo 
and M otor e tc
Amongst these, the first four determine the limit o f some 
atmospheric equillibrium at which density becomes minimum 
and molecular mcan-free-path becomes very very large. The 
order of magnitude of this limiting height ot the terrestrial 
atmosphere is about 35500 kms above sea level lor the equatorial 
plane. At this height, the mean free paths o f molecules become 
very large and collisions become infrequent Consecjuently, gas 
particles are subjected to the gravitational force only. Those 
particles at this height, move in conic sectional orbits. Some of 
the particles fall back to denser region of the atmosphere but 
esca|7e entirely from the Earth’s vicinity after free flight for a 
while. This region is called the fringe region of the atmosphere 
or the exosphere. Various information regarding the density and 
temperature associated with the degrees o f dissociation and 
ionization and also the rates o f escape o f different gas-molecular 
species can be derived from calculations based on some suitable 
mtxlel.
(d) General circulation Models (GCMs) :
On the basis of consideration of general convective and other 
type of circulation, some appropriate model has been constructed 
and with the help of those models, attempts have been made to 
know about various features of terrCvStrial atmosphere.
Instrumentation
The basic physical observable o f greatest concern in the .study 
of airglow is the intensity (i.e the brightness, ttilal or specific 
line emission) of radiations. Methods of observations are mainly 
of two types, each o f which is subdivided on the basis of 
technological means of observation into three categories [Eig. 2]
Airglow Observation
Ground Based Observation High altitude or 
Space-based Observation
Visual Photographic Photoelectric
ket Borne
\
Spaceshuttle- 
(M anned Space Vehicle)
\
x>tometficPhotographic | Photoelectric Visual P
Advanced Im aging devices Photographic 
(Recent Development)
Figure 2. Different methods of airglow observation are shown 
categorically.
The instrument, devised mainly for the measurement n 
intensity is called photometer which, according to the mechanical 
or technological devices may be o f three different types:
(i) Visual photometer,
(ii) Photographic photometer,
(iii) Photoelectric pht^tometer.
Scientists like Dufay, Lord Rayleigh and S.K. Mitra (22] usci 
to ob.serve the total brightness or specific spectral emissioi 
intensity and their corresponding variation with the help o 
visual and photographic photometer. Schematic diagrams of sud 
photometers are being shown in Figure 3 (22,251
L.
Figure 3(a). Photographic method for mea.sunng the brightnes.s ol tin 
nighi sky | L,-Ob)cciivc. C- C.'ircular Opening m the focal plane of L,. L, 
Converging lens. P Photogiaphic philel
SKY
L.
S
t- C
Figure 3(b). Visual photomctei as devised by Dufay (22J ( O -  Obseiu’C 
eye, L- Exit lens. D -  Seieen reOccUM, S — Lamp as an arlificiai stiutcc 
light, C - absorbing wedge in the focal plane of L2. the Telescopic system 
L, - collimator lens system. Light from the source S is made to pii^ ' 
through a filler of a dilute ammoniacai CuSO^ solution].
Later on, .scienti.sts all over the world started observation ol 
airglow and in a rapid progress, they developed photoelectm 
method, automatic recorder and a number o f other devices 
including most advanced imaging devices. Sophisticated 
interference filter with very narrow bandwidth are usually u.sed 
in photoelectric photometer. Various groups o f observers used 
several set o f such mtxiified instruments for airglow observations 
some ot which are shown in Figures 3 and 4 [25,26]. For detail^ ' 
one may consult the Ref. (27,28]. Schematic view o f some other 
Rocket borne photometers alongwith block- diagrams of the 
electronics are shown in Figure 5 [29]. The instrumentation 
consists o f nine photometer units in two concentric rings ol 
three and six and associated electronics distributed inside the
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INTERFERENCe-^lfsdS.
FILTER
LENS= 2" TO 3" 
APERTURE 4-TO 6* 
FOCALLENGTH
AX
PHOTOTUBE
FIELD LENS USED 
WITH IP 21 
PHOTOTUBE
(b)
FIELD SIZE USUALLY 5° 
FIELD STOP 5 MM OR 
LARGER
LENS BENT FOR MINIUM 
SPHERICAL ABERRATION 
FOCUSED FOR ABOUT 1 MM. DIA 
IMAGE OF DISTANCE POINT SOURCE
Figure 4. (a)&(b) Schematic representations of different opto- 
Uintomclnc .setup used for this purpose of continuum subtraction and 
imiimization of abenations fL-Objective. A- Aperture, F-Field lens, C- 
"hopper. M- Mirror I - Infcrfernecc Filter].
ASPHERIC 
OBJECTIVE 
e «120nm . f«2 4 0 n m  
FIELD STOP (1 °) 
LIGHT SAFFLES 
ASPHERIC 
COLLIMATOR
GR.FILTER-TILTING 
ASPHERIC 
CONOENCER 
VACUUM GLASS BOX 
RCAC31034A
PHOTOMULTIPUER 
COOLING UNIT
igure 5. (a) Sketch of a rocket spectrometer, (b) Experimental 
rrangement of Misawa and Takeuchi [26] for measuring nightglow 
iiensiiy. (c) An automatic photometer of Choudhuri and Tillu [26] for 
leasuring nightglow intensity. [Lp Ij -  Lenses forming objective 
1 - Field lens, M, M,, Mj, Mj, -  Mirrors, F- Filter, S- Diaphragm G,- 
' *evcn sector geneva wheel, P- Revolving Pin. 
ir-Guidc Ring. C-A can. BG-Beval Gear
Synchronus Motor Drive. T-Telcscopc Mount (Rotatable) )
cone and forward compartment of the Rocket Skylark VII 
si. No. SL39 Figures 6 and 7 [Ref. 29].
Figure 6. Simplified section view of photometer housing mounted on 
quadruped support inside nose cone
field mirrof
LIGHT SIGNALS
mil SHUTTER
PHOTOMULTIPLIER 
TYPE E M l. 6094 B
D C.
PREAMPLIFIER
PHOTODIODE 
TYPE IS 701
PHOTOMULTIPLIER 
TYPE E M I.9592B
AC
PREAMPLIFIER
PRESSUR BULKHEAD
D.C.NONUNER 
OUTPUT AMPUFIER
TELEMETRY J
POWER TO 
ALLSYSTEM
I D.C7D.C. CONVERTER I
STABLISER
BATTERY
SUPPLY
TRI GGER 
AMPLIFIER
REFERENCE
OSCaiATOR
LEDEX
SWITCH
UNIT
GROUND
MONITOR
PHASE
SPUTTER
PHASE SENSITIVE 
DIRECTOR
ACTIVE FILTER
D.C. NONLINEAR 
OUTPUT AMPURER
TELEMETRY
Figure 7. Block diagram of system electronics.
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The MULTIFOT scientific rocket payload contained six 
longitudinally placed and four transversely placed photometers, 
all with interference filters for selection o f emission line and a 
lens and diaphragm ia determine the field o f view. In all 
photometers, the photomultipliers arc used in the photon 
counting mcxle with charge-sensitive preamplifier. Absolute 
laboratory calibrations o f all photometers were made using two 
MgO diffusers illuminated by a standard light source. Multi 2 
six channel multicolour tilting-filter photometer retained the 
capacity to measure zenith intensities o f O I5577 A, Na D 5890 
A, OI 6800 A. OH(9.4) band. Q (7750 A) and /? (7720 A) branches 
and the O, atmo.sphenc (0,1) band at 8600 A. A  photomultiplier 
with GaAs cathode was used to cover a broad spectral range. 
With the help o f transportable lidar system, the vertical profiles 
o f atmospheric sodium density and NaD airglow emission were 
simultaneously measured.
(a) Forward-looking photometer
FIELD LENS SHUTTER/CALIBRATION 
FILTER 1 ySC ^ PREAMP
CALIBRATION SOURCE-d“ C 
MOTOR 1
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE 
PROBE\__
PHOTOMULTIPLIER
SIGNAL
CONDITIONING 
ELECTRONICS
EHT
a
y o  o ^
PULSED PLASMA PROBE
FORWARD-LOOKING 
PHOTOMETERS (6)
SIDE-LOOKING 
PHOTOMETERS (4)
MULTIFOT payload configuration
Figure 8. (a) Schematic representation of forward-looking photometer 
carried aboard rocket in MUL TIFOT - 92 campaign.
Imaging systems have been used very successfully m the 
study o f equatorial aeronomy . A  schematic diagram o f such an 
imaging system is shown in Figures 8 and 9 |30 - 32 ).
Multi-Instrumented Studies o f Equatorial Thermospheric 
Aeronomy (MISETA) is a program o f exploiting imaging science 
to obtain various aeronomical observations. It was made with 
the help o f Charged Coupled Device (CCD)-based all sky airglovs 
imaging system set to operate on a continuous basis from an 
equatorial site. This program has multi-diagnostic capabilities 
including an incoherent scatter radar and a Fabry-Pemi 
interferometer [33, 34J,
A pair o f photometers, specially devised to scan the sky 
continuously within a wide range o f latitude for some specitic 
airglow lines, is known as scanning-photometers-system. wSuch 
a system o f scanning photometers was used by Sobral et al f35{ 
to detect gravity wave perturbations o f 6300 A  airglow at low 
latitudes.
PORTAL LIDAR CONFIGURATION 
Figure 9. PORTAL Lidar configuration
Cosmovici et al [36J proposes the use o f International 
Ultraviolet Hitchiker (IE) to obtain 2D images o f EUV-FUV (400 
— 1380 A ) optical phenomena which usually take place in the 
neighbourhood o f tethered satellite system (TSS). Far Ultraviolet 
(1400 — 1800 A ) photon-counting imaging telescope FAUST 
was developed to provide precise photometry o f extended 
astronomical objects and it has a wide FOV (7.6**) and an angular 
resolution o f 2 arc minutes [ 36j. O G LO W  (orbiter glow) 
experimental set up consists o f a simple photographic im ager 
combined with a series o f high resolution interference filters. 
Fabry-perot interferometers and grating spectrometer and it 
was used to detect space-craft glow and atmospheric emissions 
[37].
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Consisting o f a narrow-band interference filter, a lens for 
focussing and a focal plane array (CCD ) to record the spectral 
Imimes in digital form, the interference filter spiectral imager has 
lvv(» fields of view, one for the zenith and the other for 2QP above 
the horizon (38].
High Resolution A irg low  and Aurora Spectroscope 
(HIKAAS) experiment on the Advanced Research and 
Global Observing Satellite (A R G O S ) demonstrates the 
accuracy of the UV technique for sensing the ionospheric
Mate 139).
Dual etalon Fabry-perot spectrometer is also being used for 
migilow intensity measurement with high precision [40].
Cryogenic Infrared Radiance Instrumentation for Shuttle 
(C'lRRlS) is another sophisticated instrumentation in which 
jntrared imaging system is employed to detect rotation o f radical 
like in nonlocal thermal equillibrium (NLTE) [41).
Among the other useful instrumentation techniques that 
uc in vouge, are Czerny-Turner Scanning spectrometer [42|, 
D;\ided mirror technique with Fabry Perot and Michelson’s 
inteiferometer |43] and Wind Imaging interferometer (W IND II)
[44) Novel optical measurements o f F-region ion temperatures 
[lave been made in conjunction with thermospheric neutral 
|empeniuire with the help o f a ground based F-B interferometer. 
Important results were obtained therefrom (45].
I IS extremely important to mention a few words about the 
iinii of intensity and its calibration for the purpose o f measuring 
Inflow intensity.
Rayleigh, the internationally adopted unit for upper 
llmosphere emissions is defined as
I Rayleigh = 10^  quantacm'^ sec 
II is the specific radiance in 10  ^ quanta cm~“ sec"' 
A“* then B =  over the emission line (or over
he domain o f a filter in the case o f a continuum) and the total 
|ux(m  Rayleighs) is An B -  An ^B;^dA) [46].
Calibration o f airglow photometers means standardizing the 
tistrument for obtaining directly the measurement o f the 
tmeerned physical quantity (brightness or intensity here) in 
irms of a standard unit. Calibration o f airglow photometers is 
^ually made in two steps ; (i) the measurement o f the relative 
'^tral characteristics o f all elements o f the photometer and 
' the measurement o f the sensitivity o f the photometer in 
>olute units.
of the several methods o f calibrating a detector or a 
P^Plete photometer in absolute units in case o f a line source.
IS to first obtain the relative spectral response and then to 
perform a measurement at one wavelength with a calibrated 
source o f line emission. This source is chosen for its emission 
at a wavelength within the spectral region desired. The line 
should be one that can be isolated readily with filters and should 
also be intense enough to permit accurate measurement with a 
standardized thermopile and then to calibrate a secondary 
standard photo-detector for use as a monitor o f the iine source. 
Procedure o f calibration in case o f continuous source is a bit 
different [251.
The brief description o f specific instrumentation o f the 
experimental s^t up used by Midya et a! for the observation o f 
airglow intensi|y is given below f 25,47].
The photomete
An automatic ^rtab le Dunn-Manring filter photometer was 
used to measure the intensity o f twilight and night airglow for 
63(X) A and 5890 A  line emissions. Flux o f light is allowed to fall 
on the cathodes o f  photoelectric detector which, being integrated 
over a fraction o f a second, produces a measurable photcK'urrent. 
Band- pass filters o f narrow bandwidth are centred on the specific 
line emission under consideration, for study. I f  the band pass is 
made sufficiently narrow as compared to the extent o f 
spectrographic slit, the emission feature o f a specific line can 
reasonably be discriminated from the astronomical background. 
The photometer is usually operated through a power supply 
consisting o f a 6.4 H.P portable motor generator. The diagram o f 
the appartus is shown in Figure 10.
The Telescope
The Telescope piirt o f the photometer consists o f an interference 
filter, a lens, a field stop and a photomultiplier cathode system. 
The filter selects a narrow wavelength region at a specific 
wavelength. The lens collects and converges the incident light 
flux to magnify its intensity at the focus while the field stop 
restricts the viewing area o f the telescope. The photomultiplier 
tube multiplies electrically the photo-flux, keeping its variation 
pattern com pletely unaltered. The interference filter is 
approximately 6” in diameter and has a band-width equal to 20 
A approximately. The associated OH continuum is subtracted 
by tuning and detuning the filter at the specific wavelength o f 
concern. The filter is rotated about 10° at 5 cycles per second by 
a Bodini 30rpm motor (Mcxiel NSY - 12R) from its normal position 
to the optical axis o f the telescope. An AC  signal o f frequency 
approxim ately equals to 20 Hz is obtained from  the 
photomultiplier detector which is a Du Mont 6292 tube. The 
field stop restricts the viewing area o f the telescope so that it 
subtend, a solid angle with semi-vertical angle equal to 5.7° in
the focal plane of the lens. As the photometer is an all-sky 
scanning apparatus above the horizon, the telescope is capable 
o f rotation through 360° in the horizontal plane and through 90* 
in the vertical plane. The zenith drive motion is controlled by a 
geneva gear, which is driven by a 56 rpm Borg motor, type 1004 
SY. As each notch in the gear changes the zenith position by a 
step of 5*. the telescope can be made to assume any angle o f 
elevation from O® to 90®.
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(a)
The Interference Filter
It consists o f one or a series o f Fabry Perot etalons. If  a collimate 
beam o f light is incident normally on a Fabry Perot etalon, onl 
wavelength satisfying the relation 2d = wA , are transmittei 
By reducing ‘d* the interval between two such transmute 
wavelengths can be increased. Chcx>sing sufficiently small vali 
o f ‘d\ a single maximum can be obtained in a specific spectn 
region. I f  ‘d’ is slightly larger than the etalon thickness, the filte 
is tuned to the specific wave length by tilting . On tilting ih 
etalon, the effective etalon thickness is reduced to ‘d cos 
where * ^ ’ is the angle o f tilt. Consequently, the peak is shiftei 
toward the shorter wavelength (Figures 1 la and 1 lb ). Therefore 
an etalon can be tuned by varying ‘ <9 * so that the peak is shiftei 
to a slightly shorter wavelength.
MECHANICAL COUPLING
iiiiiiir
L  TRANSMITTED PEAK
-1200VOALT
Figure 10. (a) Optical arrangement of tbe photometer telescope, 
(b) Phocotttbe and cathode follower preamplifier circuit of the photometer 
telescope.
Wavelength
(b)
Figure 11. (a) Block diagram of the Varian G 10 graph"^ ] 
recorder, (b) Interference filter, a combination of Fabry Perot Etalons »n.
1.4 Most important air glow emissions and other emissions, 
chemical reactions , kinetics and excitation mechanisms P  
main airglow emissions :
The main airglow emissions are four in number; they arc:
(i) O I6300 A (ii) O I5577 A (iii) Na 5893 A (iv) OH bai** 
emission (Hydroxyl emissions).
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'able 1. Different airglow emission lines and their specific features.
Emissions
Specific
'caiurc
OI 6300 A OI 5577 A N a  5 8 9 3  A OH emission
■Mature and source of
Average nightglow 
ntcnsily (in unit of 
laylcigh) [19]
Werage twilightglow 
ntensity (R) [47]
Werage dayglow 
niensiiy (R) [47]
►cak e m is s io n  h e ig h t  
Approx ) [ 15,47]
'hickness of emitting 
ayer (Approx ) [24,47]
)iurnal variation 
24,47|
^titudinal &  
ongtiudinal variation
47]
leasonal variation 
24,471
Produced as specific 
emission line in combination 
with 6364 A line conjugately 
known as forbidden Red 
Doublet
0*D2 O^Pj (6300A)
O^P, (6364A) [48]
35 R
lO O O R
lO O O O R
245 km
100 km - 600km 
»  500km
Nightglow intensity varies 
significantly at mid and 
high latitude sector ; Day 
glow intensity varies 
significantly
It shows prominent 
latitudinal variation being 
minimum near equator.
Oscillatory mode of 
variation with significant 
amplitude observed in case 
of 6300 A line. Nightglow 
intensity maximum occurs 
in autumn and with the 
minimum being in summer.
Produced as a specific 
emission line known as 
forbidden Green line of 
oxygen
0 %  > O'D^ [48]
250 R
400R
1500R
95km(Nigh), 95 km and 
200km (Twilight & Day)
15 km (Night)
15 km (Twilight)
25km (Day)
Nightglow intensity show 
different degree of 
variation for different 
latitudinal sector
Both latitude and longitude 
dependence of intensity 
are observed, the minimum 
being near the equator.
It shows appreciable 
seasonal variation being 
maximum in spring and 
autumn equinoxes and 
minimum in summer and 
winter solstices.
Produced as a specific 
emission line. Actually 
sodium doublet D1 &D2 
are produced coherently 
according to the following 
scheme of transition;
(5896A)
3pip,^ - »  3s^S,„ (5890A) 
This doublet is centred at 
5893A and emerges as a 
single iine [15].
120R
I
2 5 0 0 R
15000R
92 km(Night),
90 km (Twilight & Day)
7 km (Night)
4-16km (Twilight)
Starting to decrease from 
twilight period intensity 
falls to a minimum at local 
midnight ; Appreciable 
variation occurs in case of 
day- glow
This shows a prominent 
latitude- dependence, the 
minimum being at the 
geographic equator.
Maximum in winter and 
minimum in summer. The 
Na 5893A line airglow 
intensity shows peak at 
the autumn equinoxes
Produced as rotational 
vibrational band known as 
Meinel Hydroxyl Band 
system. Transition with 
different probabilities follow 
different vibrational 
transition schemes; OH(9.2),
(6.0). (6.2). (7,1), (8.2) (9.3) 
(10,4). (5,0). (6.1), (5.1) (7.2) 
(8,3) (9.4) (4.0), (7,3) (8,4) 
err. Among all these (8,3), 
(7.2). (9.4), (6.2). (5.1) bands 
are most important [49],
lOOOR
lO O O R
lO O O R
92 km (Night),
85 km or below (Twilight & 
Day)
10 km(Night)
12km (Twilight)
20km (Day)
Different types of variation 
have been observed in case of 
nightglow ; Occasional deefease 
at twilight period has also been 
observed.
It has some kind of 
latitude variation.
Seasonal variation takes place, 
being themaximum in winter 
and autumn the minimum in 
summer.
r Airglow lines ;
[2^ 640 A
Features including origin
forbidden transition (UV) Medium Intensity 
(^P) —♦ Forbidden Transitions
0*(2P) near IR doublet. Major source of 0^(2P) is direct 
photo ionization of 0(3P). Scale height 500 km (Approx,). 
Correlated with solar 10.7 cm solar flux and geomagnetic 
activity.
Morning twilight enhancement exceeds evening twilight 
enhancement
Reported by 
Feldman [50]
Misawa [51] 
Meriwether et al [52]
Noxon [53]
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*nible 1. {to n t f! )
0 ^ ( 0 - 1) 8645 A
Inlet combination linej> 
of OI & Oil
High correlation with 5577 A indicates that its origin is the 
same as that of 5577 A  line.
834 A  
538 A  
530 A  
1304 A  
8446 A  
4368 A  
1356 A  
7774 A 
9264 A  
6157 A  
1152 A  
090 A  
7990 A
2s2p‘*(4P) —> 2pU-*S'‘)
2p^2P) — > 2p’(2D°)
3s (41>) — > 2p'(^S^)
Triplet (1304) 2p\^sUS*‘) - 2p^('P) 
(1356) - 2p^( 'P)
(1152) - 2p'*{'D)
(990) 3a" 2p^(3P)
Quintet (7990) 3a ’(7>") - 3p ( 'P )
Shows geomagnetic anomaly .
Low intensity , shows altitude variation
Misawa (541
Fastie et al [58] 
Brune et al [59] 
C:hristensen [60] 
Feldman et al (61 ]
Nl 52(M) A Produced at F-rcgion. quenched by free electron and 
atomic oxygen .
Fedcriek [62]
N24278 A Photoionization of by scattered solar radiation at 
340 A and 584 A, shows little variation over nights
Meriwetter (63]
N/C^H) 3371 A ( (T r^i ) IS excited by low cneigy elccti-ons 
Observed in the polar region
Frederick, et al [64]
NO (1-0) 2150 A NO ( I -O ) (  band at 2150 A Beran et al |65|
OH 6329 A Shows twilight enhancement Misawa [66]
6563 A This line has got its annual and semiannual components 
of seasonal variation
Fishkova [67]
Fe 3860 A Resonance Scattering , observed in twilight spectrum Broadfoot [68]
Ca^ 3933-3968 A Resonance Scattering of solar radiation Observed in lower 
thermospheric intermediate layers
Tepelay [69] 
Dufay [70] 
Vallcnce Jone.s[7I]
Mg^ Resonance Scattering Naricsi‘[721
Mgl 2852 A
Mgll 2800 A
Observable in F-region, mostly in late afternoon Young et al [73 J
Mg 2796 A & 2803 A Doublet i) 3s^Sp3p^P 
11) 3a~5/^ -
Equatorial airglow lines indicate the presence of Mg^ ions 
in the evening twilight F-region
Cicrand and Monfil.s [74]
HI 1216 A Photon - electron radiative recombination excites neutral 
hydrogen to the 2nd quantum level which causes the emission line
Observed in twilight glow
Kazakov(75J 
Sullivan and Hunten [76]
N(2D) 5198 A-5201 A O* - N^ lon-atom interchange process followed by NO"  ^
dissociative recombination.
Low intensity night airglow lines
Blackwell e/n/ [15]
2972 A UV . Forbidden transition of oxygen atom (*S — > ^P) Cohen-Sabban and Vuillcmin [l-^ l
Intercombination line 1134 A 2s2p^(4P) 2s22p\4S®) Takacks and Feldman [77]
of Nl and Nil 1200 A 2p^3s('*P) - 2p\4S**) Meier et al 115]
1493 A 3s 2p2(2p) - 2p\^D^)
Impact dissociative excitation 
and photodissociative excitation
Hudson and Kieffer [15]
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r^ hlP 1.
He A 
Hcl 584 A
2p - 2s (^S)
High twilight intensity value. (Resonance scattering by 
metastable He)
Shefov 1151 
Teixeire et al 115J 
Donahauc et a! (7H1
Nil 5755 A ( ‘S)- (*D) forbidden transition dissociative ionization by EUV 
radiation and low intensity twilight glow
Torr et al 11 5]
, ()708 A Impact dissociative excitation Delannoy and Weill [79)
LiO*+ O — > Li**f-0, Henrikson (80]
L r - Li+hf(6708 A)
Height distribution of intensity is similar to that of NaD line 
intensity; Low intensity line
Various important features o f these four emissions in relation 
lo the phenomenon o f airglow, especially o f  nightglow, are 
tabulated in Table -1 (15,19,24, 26];
For some more spectral lines that are o f low or medium 
intensity in cases o f airglow emissions, one may consult the 
following references [Refs. 19,49,78-80].
Interrelations amongst the lines
C ovariation o f 5577 A green line and 6300 A red line intensity 
has been observed to exist with some certainty (15,19,51,55). 
Midya and Ghosh [82] too have shown that there exists a strong 
correlation between the OI 6300 A and 01 5577 A (F-layer) 
airglow emissions intensities and They give the
equation as
a«o/Os577(/") = {0 .76t/A 'e ')/ (l + K .n (N .)/ A )
= 5.67/(l + 3.3x 10“’  n( yV,))
where f. and e'are the probabilities o f 01(‘D) and O l('S ) atoms, 
lespccti vely, A and A ' are the Einstein coefficients for OI 6300A 
and OI 5577 A line emissions, respectively, is the quenching
rale constant o f 0 ( ‘D) for molecules. The 7774A  line airglow 
miensity is correlated strongly with the 6300 A  red line airglow 
intensity through their common strong dependence on F-layer 
IXiak electron density [83]. Vertical distribution o f sodium density 
and the intensity o f OH (8,3) airglow emission show that 
nocturnal variation o f the emission is strongly correlated with 
the density o f sodium at about 85 km 151,52].
Sahai et al [84] showed that the ratio o f OI 6300 A and OI 
5577 A airglow emission intensity follows a particular equation
^  “  ^630o / ^5577 ~  {^ 5 5 7 7   ^^  ) /^ 6 3 0 0  ^ * 2 }
'vhere /5577(M ) is the mesopause-region contribution. In an 
analysis o f storm-induced particle precipitation effects on the 
airglow emissions, Sahai et al pointed out that F-region 
‘^^ ntribution to the total OI 5577 A  line emission intensity is 
3hout 20% o f the OI 6300 A  emission intensity. R increases with 
ihe increase in which varies inversely with virtual height
Based on the analysis o f simultaneous satellite measurements 
o f the intensities o f emissions at A 3371 A and A 5577 A  , 
mterrelatioiiship o f these two emissions have been derived in 
analytical f^rm and it has been inferred therefrom that the primary 
source o f excitation o f 5577 A below 180 kms is the reaction 
N2" + 0 -^ p (*S ) + N2l85].
There are many such works regarding the interrelation o f 
variations o f airglow emission intensity for study 186 - 89].
Chemical reactions , kinetics and excitation mechanisms fa r  
four main airglow emissions
Airglow emissions are electromagnetic (em) radiations 
emitted by excited atomic or molecular species which can be 
quantitatively and qualitatively realized and understood only 
by means o f quantum theory. According to this theory, radiations 
are emitted as a result o f transition o f any such atomic or 
molecular species from its excited energy level to any o f its 
lower energy levels. Transitions, spontaneous or by absorption 
o f radiation, do not occur between any two energy levels o f an 
atom. Instead, it has to obey selection rules governed by the 
quantum theory and the general fundamental quantum selection 
rule for a multi-electron atomic species to undergo electric dipole 
radiative transitions
LSJM L 'S 'J 'M  ' i s  dJ ±  1;
Odd term ^  Even term.
The selection rule is valid as long as the spin orbit interaction 
is small. For neutral atoms and ions loo, magnetic dipole and 
electric quadrupole transitions are inherently much weaker than 
electric dipole transitions. Magnetic and higher order electric 
transitions are therefore commonly known as Forbidden 
Transitions- Transitions between terms o f different multiplicities, 
the so-called intercombination transitions, are also forbidden 
(79j.
The most easily observed forbidden emissions are those for 
which the upper energy state is metastable where there are no 
transitions to lower energy levels allowed by electric dipole 
selection rules. Most observed forbidden transitions are 
produced by transitions within the ground state configurations
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because for most o f the atom and ions, all levels o f the ground 
state configurations lie below all corresponding excited state 
configurations and consequently, are all metastable. Airglow 
emissicms arc produced both through allowed and forbidden 
transitions although most important ones are produced through 
forbidden transitions. Transitions are possible only when the 
atomic or molecular species undergo the process of excitation. 
The action-reaction schemes via energetics that paves the way 
o f excitation are collectively known as the excitation-mechanism.
Chemical Kinetics is the branch o f Physical Chemistry which 
deals with the speed o f reaction or reaction rate, factors that 
influence the rate and reaction mechanism. The reaction rate 
depends on the nature o f reacting species, concentration o f 
each such species, ambient temperature, presence o f extraneous 
bodies and energising em waves.
Reactions occurring entirely within one phase are known 
collectively as homogeneous reaction while reactions, in which 
phase transformation takes place on the surface o f catalyst or 
o f the container wall, are collectively known as heterogenous 
reactions [90] . Rate o f a reaction is defined as
R = -{dc/dt} = {djc/dt} ,
where ‘c* is the concentration o f the reacting species at any 
time and is the concentration o f the product-species at 
the same time 7’ . The order o f reaction is the number o f 
concentration terms on which reaction rate depends. The first 
order reaction rate is where ‘k’ is the rate constant and V ' is 
the concentration of a reacting species ; similarly, second order 
reaction rate is and so on.
Chart 1. Classification of reactions of ions which take place within terrestrial atmosphere.
ION REACTION
The reactions o f charged particles play a major role i 
controlling the composition and physicochemical characterisiu 
o f the upper atmosphere.
Principal neutral species present in space between altitude 
o f 50 kms and 500 kms are N2»02,0, Ar and N and the princip; 
ions o f each type are NO" ,^ 02'*’, O"*’ and N02% O2', and O' 191 
All possible reactions are given in chart 1.
The most important possible results o f collisional processt 
excluding those that involve charge exchange or ionization ar 
as follows [78] :
(i) A* (m) -H B (Elastic scattering ) ,
(ii) A*(mO + B (depolarization),
(iii) A"*(mO + B (Intraalomic excitation transfer ( 
sensitized fluorescence),
(iv) A  -h B* (Interatomic excitation transfer or sensitize 
fluorescence ),
(v) A-t-B-h Kinetic energy (quenching ),
(vi) AB + hv ( Associative de-excitation) .
Further details o f the processes mentioned above, are give 
in Refs. [78,79,92,93]
A typical pattern o f  gross variation o f  three imporiw 
ionospheric parameters [9J J
A generalized reaction a A + bB 
products is found to proceed with a rate proportional to jAl 
[B]P------------------ . A,B,C.... are different reacting species whil
Positive Ion Reaction Negative Ion Reaction
Reactions of positive 
ions with free electrons
i
Reactions of positive 
ions with negative Ions
Electron detachment 
reactions
Non-detachment reactions 
of negative ions with neutrals
i i
1. Radiative recombination 0 + -1- O ' -♦ 1. Collisional detachment 1. Charge transfer
2. Dielectronic recombination 2. Photo- detachment 2 Ion atom inter- change
3. Dissociative recombination 3. Electron impact detachment 3. Negative - ion molecule
4. Tliree body recombination 4. Associative detachment reactions forming new bonds
Examples
1. 0 + +e* —> O+hv 1. Oj- +0 , Oj+Oj+e- 1. H 0,-i-H‘
2. X+ +e- X**; X*"* -^X * + hv 2. Oj-+hv —> O^+e- 2. 0  + 0 , o,-+o
3. NO+ +c- N-iO+(hv//pVj^) 3. 0"+c- —► 0+e“+e' 3. 0“ o,-
4. X+ +C-+M X+M 4. 0 -^ +0  0 , -H5-
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50 Km 
<)0 Km 
100 Km 
200 Km 
500 Km
Temperature
Decreases
Increases
250 K 
180 K
2500 K
Pressure
Decreases
1 mm of Hg
10^  mm Hg 
10^  mm Hg 
lO* mm Hg
Electron density
10 electrons / c c.
Increases
10^  electrons/ c.c.
A  simplification in case o f reactions 
with multiple steps is made by adopting 
the stationary state hypothesis which 
necessarily impose a quasi-realistic 
constraint for the intermediate 
species x :
d[x\ ! d t^  O .
the order o f reaction being given by ----------------=
rf and the atomicity or molecularity o f the process is the sum a 
+b +c - as expressed in the chemical reaction.
The constant o f proportionality between rate o f reaction 
and concentration terms is called the rate constant or rate 
coefficient. The mathematically rational procedure is to define a 
rate by the equation
Rate= -(1/a) {d[A\ldt)=^-(\Jb) {d {B Vdt)
= -(l/c) {d [C ] /d t )  = ----------= K [ A f \ B f [ C Y ......
Defining reaction rate for an exemplary reaction will be more 
realistic and practical . Let us consider
2NO + CU =2NOCI.
For this reaction, the rates are defined as
d\NOCl ] /d t=  K i l N O f  IC/j],
-d iC l^ y d t^ K ^ lN O f  [C I 2 I
-d lN O ]/d t = K " IN 0 Y  [C/2 I .
For satisfying molecular requirement o f the above mentioned 
reaction it is obvious that ;
/r,
fom plications arise when several reactions occur 
' i i^multancously with one or more reacting species. The rate o f 
I chemical reaction usually varies with temperature and Arrhenius 
: was the first person to give an equation for the temperature 
variation o f rate constant as
A:=v4exp.(-£:„//?r),
where K is the reaction-rate constant, £^^ *the activation energy,
I the ambient temperature.
Activation energy may be simply defined as the minimum 
energy which any reacting species must possess in order to 
enable it to undergo the chemical transformation. Attempts for 
an ellucidation o f the reaction mechanism led to two theories ;
(0 The collision theory ,
The transition state theory .
The collision theory assumes that 
the react ion-partners are hard spheres 
and for reaction to take place, the reactants need to collide with 
an energy exceeding a critical value and that the species 
possess a Maxwell distribution o f velocity. The theory predicts 
a rate constant k given by,
k = z e|p (— EJRT)y where z is a collision frequency factor 
which is jconcentration-independent. For a two-species- 
reaction, is given by
1/2z =» {(<T^  + (Tg ) /2}- {8/r K7 /m }
where  ^ are the collision diameters o f reactants A  and B
and fjt ’ their reduced mass.
There are a large number o f problems associated with 
collision theory due to its inherent fundamental assumptions 
and to overcome such problems (for actual determination o f 
rate coefficients ) another theory known as a Transition State 
theory (or Absolute Rate theory) was developed. This theory 
assumes that reactants A  and B are in equillibrium with an 
activated complex or transition state AB * which remains at the 
maximum energy position on the pathway connecting the 
reactants and the products. Treating the equillibrium by means 
o f statistical thermodynamics, the rate constant is found to be
k =  {K J ' l lx )  { Q a b ^ ! Q a Q b ) ^ ^ P  ( -  E r/ f< T )  ,
where Q \ b * y Q a Q b ^^e the total partition-functions for 
AB*^, A and B, respectively [941. For the time rate o f variation o f 
vertical profile o f species one can write
rf/i,.{z)/dt = P i i z ) -  L, iz) - [dq>, ./dz) ,
where (Pi,. = ^  ( 2 ) is the chemical production rate for i’ th
species at an altitude ‘z’ and L.(z) is the net loss rate for I’ th 
species at an altitude ‘z ’ . The production and loss terms strongly 
couple the reactants and are o f three basic types; unimolecular, 
bimolecular and termolecular [95]. For unimolecular reactions, 
the first order kinetics is suitably represented through a 
sequence o f processes.
For example.
A + A - ► A * -f A (activation).
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A^-^A
A A ^
A +  A * (deactivation),
productions + radiations 
(reaction).
Application o f the stationary state hypothesis for 1 A*J gives 
the result
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-L—> A -¥hv
-d\A\/dt^[k,k^\A\-)/{k.JA] + k:,).
Normally, the system obeys the law o f first order kinetics; 
but at sufficiently low pressure, the reaction becomes second 
order. Most o f the chemical processes that take place within the 
atmosphere follow a third order kinetics and may be represented 
by a termolecular chemical reaction. A  symbolical representation 
o f such prcxjcss is
A ^ B ^ M - A B ^  M
where M  is the third body. This process can be thought U> 
comprise a sequence o f steps such as.
A ^ B
A B * ^ M -
AB^
A B ^  M
A B * — +
Steady stale transition theory gives the rate as [96]. 
d\ ABMdt = A\\B^[M ])/(*., I M ) .
This equation shows that the process is an equivalent second 
order reaction. But if [M\ «  this reaction becomes a third 
order reaction while if k^\M\ »  k^ , the reaction becomes 
equivalent to a first order reaction.
In cases o f fluorescence or similar radiation phenomena, the 
following scheme is a representative one :
A + hv'
► A +  Af
* A +  hv
(absorption)
(quenching).
(fluorescence).
Here, quenching means the process o f coming down o f an 
excited species to ground state by means o f reaction with another 
body M called quencher and the quenching rate depends on 
the concentrations o f both, excited species and quencher.
Quenching renders the intensity o f emission or to say more 
practically, the volume emission rate decreased. In steady state, 
the quenched fluorescence-intensity is given by
= (k,J„t„ )/{k^ +k^ [M \ )  .
Reactions which depend on the required threshold energ 
may, in general, be divided into two types :
(i) Thermal or dark reactions that occurs at the thresoji 
o f the order o f 10 - 100 K. calorie (mainly kinetic cnei^  
o f colliding species)
(ii) Photochemical reactions occur due to absorption u 
photonshaving ranging from 100 A  to KXIOOA
There are two basic rules which govern all the photochemica 
reactions :
(a )  Grothus - Draper law : Only those radiations whul 
are absorbed , can be effective in producing thi 
chemical change.
(b )  Einstein \s Law : Each quantum o f radiation absorbei 
by a molecule, activates one molecule in the pnrnar 
step o f a photochemical process.
The rate o f production o f i ’ th species per unit volume 
ions at an altitude ‘h’ by photoiomzation is given by (151
<//(*) = Q(A,/)  n, (/?) (4
where is the concentration o f neutral atoms or molecules ( 
i'th species, <p{AJi) is the llux o f solar radiation o f wavelcnyi 
A per unit area per second at height /?, Q{ A , I) is ih 
photoionization crosssection o f the neutral spiecies for radiatK' 
o f wavelength A . If  the solar zenith angle is y/ , then
<p{AJi) = exp sec y/^Qr(A, m)n,„Ui)dh (5
Oj.(A, m) is the total absorption crosssection o f the neuii: 
species m for radiation o f wavelength A , absorptions o f radiatio 
by all neutral species encountered are allowed, <p )^iA) is ih 
incident tlux o f wavelength A per unit area. It was shown b 
Bates and Massey [97] that the dissociative recombination i 
the most significant o f all processes involving ion- electn) 
recombination that occur within the terrestrial ionosphere.
x i r  + e -> x +  y.
In this reaction, the electron recombines with a molecul: 
ion and the excess energy released, dissociates the molecule: 
Variation o f rate coefficient with temperature for such a reactior 
depends on the shapes o f potential energy curves for XY 
XY+[98].
Chemical kinetic rate constants are primarily determined b 
laboratory experiments. Many o f these rates are not determine 
with a great precision because o f the difficulties o f performin 
the experiments. Comprehensive tabulation o f rate constant dai 
are obtainable from the Refs. [99-106].
Excitation mechanism fo r  fou r main airglow emissions 
Each of the airglow lines has one or more specific mechanism of
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excitation. Amongst all probable and proposed mechanisms, 
only those are considered for which the rate coefficient and the 
volume emission rate are maximum.
Excitation mechanism fo r  O f 6300 A airglow emissions
016300 A line emission is produced due to a forbidden transition
|481
0 ( ’D) -> 0 ( ->2 ) + /tv(6300 A ).
(O^D) may be produced in three different ways as follows :
(i) Dissociative 
Recombination
(11) Photodissociation
(Unstable)
(Schuman Runge
dissociation) 119] <9^  + hv (  A < 1750 A)  
-^ O (^ S )  + O *
(ill) Photodetachment O ' + hv —> 0(^D ) + e.
ou =
>> l_X o
o> O 
CO
O S
Amongst the above three processes, the dissociative 
recombination is the most significant process to contribute to 
the production o f OI 6300A emission (airglow). Besides, the 
tollowing are the principal reactions invtdved in the production 
ol ()* and and subsequent quenching [ 107, 108J.
(r  + O, 0/4 -0 ", + NO-^h-N, 0 / - f-e - »  o " + o ",
0 / + N - 4  N O -^+O "*  0 (*Z> ) +  N3 0 (^ P )  4 - ,
0( ‘O) 4- O, -> O C P) 4- O3 , 0 ( 4- e ->  O C P ) + c,
0 ( ‘D )4-0 -> 0 (V )4 ^ 0 ,
N(“D) + e N(^5) 4- e , N (-D ) 4- O N(^V) 4- O,
N("£)) + 02-->N0 4-0".
Excitation mechanism fo r  5577 A airglow emission :
The follow ings are the most probable mechanism o f 
UI 5577 A  line emission is produced due to the forbidden production o f Na (~P) • 
transition [ 48]
O 2  * + 0  0 . ( A '  ’ 2  A ',  V  <  4)  f  o C s )  .
Quenching occurs in either o f the three ways :
O 2 * 4 - M  - ^ 0 2  +  O 2  O 2 + 0 { ^ D o r  V ) ,
O 2 * O 2  4-/1V .
Other processes are as follows [111]:
D isspeiative recombination + e —> O l
<J4 0 ( '5 )  ,
Dissl^iative collisional excitation ~ ^ 0 ^ + e  (high-energy) 
*4-c —4 04 -o ( * 5 )4 - ( lo w  energy),
Collisional deactivation o f > A(>(A 'Z,^)-» 0 (  V )
-> N2{X  ‘ S j 4 - 0 ( '5 ) .
Photodissociation —> (^2 4 - /tv ™> 0 ( ‘5’ ) 4 - O * (O * means 
oxygen in or ‘D or ^P state,
Collis ional ion-atom interaction —> N  + 0^ NO* 
+ OCS) fl 12],
D issocia tive recombination —> A/0^(x
N ^ O C S ) .
Evidences from acronomical and chemical kinetic pM)ints o f 
view show that Barth’s mechanism is the most important source 
ofOO S) [113]
Excitation mechanism fo r  Na 5893 A airglow emission :
Na 15893 A  lincemissitm is produced due t<^ allowed transition
NaC P )  yVr/(“5)4-/n^(5893A) .
0 ( ‘5) 0('D )4-hv(5577 A ).
0('53 may be prcxluced in the following different ways (as 
proposed ) :
Chapman’s mechanism [ 109]
0  + 0 + 0 -> C > 2 (X ^ S « ,v < 4 ) + 0 ( ‘5 ).
Barth’s mechanism [ 110]
0 + +
(i) Resonance scattering by atmospheric sodium 1114]
Na(^5)4-/iv(/l5893 A )- ^ N a (-P )  (Sun to 
atmosphere )
N a (“P ) —> Na(^5)4-/7v(/l 5893 A )  (atmosphere to 
Earth surface)
(ii) An alternative explanation was given in the works o f 
Vegard and coworkers [ 115, 116]. Na atoms are 
released in the photodissociation o f some compound 
o f Na.
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(iii) Free sodium is possibly formed by reduction 
mechanism [117,118]
N a O * (X  ^n ) + 0 ( V ) - » 0 , ( X  ’Sj,) + Na(-/’)
(endothermic).
NaO* is formed following any one o f the schemes given 
below :
Na(^5) + 0 3 N a O * (X  ^ ID + O j,
Na(^5) + 0  + x - ^  NaO(X ^FD + x
Na(^v) + 02(X -’ Z ; ( )+  M  NaO^ + M,
0 + 0 >02* + 0 j* .
NaO, 0(V) N a 0 * + 0 ,
Moreover, Na0 2  + H
NaH + O,
NaO* + OH
(iv) Another mechanism is also possible (Bates & Nicolet)
n i9 ]:
NaH (X  'Z )  + 0 ( > ) - ^ 0 H ( X  ^ ri) + N a (-P ).
(v) Bates gave another possible mechanism ; [ 120,121]
NaH (X  ' r )  + H(^5 ) - ^ H 2 ( x  'S  « '^ )+ N a (V )  ■ 
(exothermic)
On the basis o f the rate coefficients and their dependence 
on temperature, the altitudinal distribution o f  relative 
abundances o f different species and temperature are found out. 
Comparing those values with the observed values the most 
suitable mechanism is chosen for consideration while explaining 
various features concerned. Chapman’s mechanism is the most 
important o f all those mechanisms.
Excitation mechanism fo r  OH air glow emission :
OH band emission occurs at different wavelengths due to the 
transition from vibrationally excited state down to vibrational 
ground states.
OH* may. most practically, be formed in either o f the 
following ways;
(i) Bates Nicolet theory [119]
O *♦■02 + M —> O j 4* M,
O3 + H OH* (3.32 ev) + O^.
(ii) Krassovsky theory [ 122]
02* + H --> 0 H *4 -0
(iii) Breig theory [ 123]
H + M  + O 2 - 4 HO2 + M,
H02 + 0 * - ^ 0 H *  + 02-
2. Ionospheric activities and their relation with airgic 
emissions
2,7 Classification o f  terrestrial atmosphere and ionosphen
2( l ) ( i )  Nomenclature for different layers o f atmosphere :
Attempts were made by many scientists to classify and nar 
the different layers o f atmosphere primarily on the basis 
thermal properties and o f responses to thermal energy- transf 
Among those scientists T.D. Bort was the pioneer [124]. / 
early as 1898, with the help o f balloon flights Bort became at 
to specify different sources o f error in pressure-altitude-ai 
temperature-determination and radiation- errors at some heig 
o f atmosphere. Bort showed for the first time that above abc 
1 1  kms., the temperature o f the atmosphere during daytir 
becomes constant and for that reason, the layer above 11  kr 
(approximately) was named by Bort himself as 'isothermal layc 
Soon after that, Bort realized that the ‘isothermal layer’ was r 
perfectly isothermal and was found to show some kind 
stratification. Therefore, it could be better named as tl 
‘stratosphere’ . In this way, the different layers and sublayers 
terrestrial atmosphere were identified and named. A  comparis< 
o f different standard nomenclatures which arc in use, is giv< 
below [ Table 2 and Figure 12] [ 125];
Originally, two kinds o f nomenclatures were pro|x>sed b) 
panel appointed by the special subcommittee on the Upp 
Atmosphere o f  the National Advisory  Comm ittee f 
Aeronautics (N A C A ) o f the U.S.A. These were
(i) General nomenclature (ii) Special nomenclature
Layer’s Name Approximate 
range o f height
Specification / 
characteristics
(i) General nomenclature 122]
Troposphere 0 - 1 2 km
Stratosphere 12-80 km
Mesosphere 8 0 -100 km The region o f major
temperature
Ionosphere 80-400 km
minimum of
Suprasphere 400- 1000km
Exosphere > 1000km Appreciable esca[
O2 + O + M o f air to outer space^
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ii) Special nomenclature:
a) Based on temperature distribution
Troposphere 0-12 km
Stratosphere 12 km < 100 km
Thermosphere > 100 km
b) Based on Composition : 
Turbosphere »  Troposphere
Homosphcrc
Heterosphere
20km <h < 120 km
> 120 km
c» Based on Ionization :
Ionosphere 80 -  600 km
f  Neutrosphere <80km
From the top o f 
troposphere to the 
region o f  minimum 
temperature.
Region o f  increasing 
temperature, above 
the stratosphere.
Turbulent m ixing 
surpasses the
diffusion o f different 
constituents o f air.
Approximately 
uniform mean 
molecular weight.
D issociation 
oxygen  and 
constituent.
o f
other
Highly populated with 
electrons and ions 
which influence 
Radio wave
propagation.
Electron or ion 
density too low  to 
have any influence on 
R a d i o w a v e  
propagation.
( i i )  Historical introduction to the discovery o f  'Ionosphere*
Materials in the form o f gas and plasma over the surface o f 
Earth, bound by gravity, distributed according to their mean 
molecular kinetic energy and subject to solar terrestrial magnetic 
influences and their mutual interactions, constitute the terrestrial 
atmosphere or air. The whole atmosphere is conveniently 
thought to have several layers ,each o f which has its own distinct 
physical characteristics. According to the altitudinal distribution 
o f characteristic physical properties o f the atmospheric content, 
the whole.atmosphere is primarily subdivided into three parts 
such as tl|e upper atmosphere, middle atmosphere and lower 
atmosphe^.
With t|ie invention o f the balloon in 1783, people were able 
to fly higl^up in the terrestrial atmosphere. Initially, the ballcnm- 
flight was a kind o f sport and gradually, it became the first kind 
o f scientific probe for various atmospheric investigations. 
Balloon flights for recording several terrestrial atmospheric 
parameters such as humidity, temperature and terrestrial 
magnetism were made as early as 1804. Manned balloon flights 
are not capable o f reaching altitudes greater than about 40 
kilometers while the ceiling o f the conventional airplane is 
considerably below that. Later, with the invention o f liquid 
propellant rocket by R H Goddard in 1926, upper atmospheric 
investigation gained quite a bit momentum (124]. In course o f 
time, with the help o f such rocket and balloon flights, or more 
specifica lly , by means o f  scientific equipment and 
instrumentation carried thereby, the office o f Naval Research 
Laboratory, Applied Physics Laboratory o f Johns Hot 
University, the Air Force and the Army Signal Corps have been 
engaged in carrying out a wide variety o f upper atmosphere 
research programs and projects. Therefrom, a large number o f 
impK>rtant, hitherto unavailable information regarding various 
physical characteristic parameters such as pressure, temj^erature 
humidity,air composition, electron and ion-densities,cosmic
Table 2. Different layers and sublayers of terrestrial atmosphere alongwtth corresponding range of height and characteristic features.
Aliiiudc
(Km)
Goody Flohn and Penndorf
1
Chapman
11 111
H<12 Troposphere Advection layer Troposphere
H=12 Tropopause Tropopause layer Tropopause
12<H<30 Lower Isothermal layer Stratosphere
H=^30 1 Stratopause Homo>spherc N e u tr O 'S p h e r e
30<H<58 J Upper Warm layer Meso-incline
►
H*58 Stratophere Ozonopause Stratophere
58<H<75 Upper mixing Meso-peak Stratosphere
layer Meso-decline
H^75 Stratopause Upper tropopause Mesopause Homopause Neutropause
'^ 5<H<120 Ionosphere Ionosphere Thermosphere Heterosphere Ionosphere
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radiation, ultraviolet radiation, vertical distribution o f ozone and 
wind velocities have been obtained [125 f
TemF>erature (®K)
Figure 12. Approximate vertical temperature distribution in the 
troposphere in temperate latitude. Comparison with rocket atmosphere 
temperature data with curves adopted by the Rocket panel.
In 1901, Marconi discovered by sending wireless signals to 
a distant place that those signal waves propagated round a 
curved surface and that phenomenon could not be satisfactorily 
explained with the then-existing theory o f diffraction. It was 
Kennelly and Heaviside in 1902 who, almost simultaneously, 
postulated the existence o f a conducting layer in the upper 
region o f terrestrial atmosphere and suggested that this layer 
might deflect the radio waves compelling them to traverse along 
a curved path. Heaviside proposed also that the conducting 
layer, full o f electricity carriers i.c ions and electrons, might be 
produced due to the ionizing action o f solar radiations. As early 
as 1878, Balfour Stewart postulated for the first time, the 
existence o f a conducting strata in the upper part o f atmosphere 
to establish his theory o f the daily geomagnetic variation. The 
basic theory o f propagation o f radio waves through charged 
particles was first proposed by Eccles in 1912 and was later 
modified by Larmor in 1924. Eccles-Larmor theory [22] is thus 
the basic theory o f radio wave propagation in the ionosphere 
according to which the refractive index o f  an ionized 
medium (without considering the presence o f magnetic field) is 
given by
= + (6)
Here, c is phase velocity o f the wave, p  is the angular 
frequency o f the wave, k is the absorption per unit length o f 
path, v’ is the frequency o f collision per second, is the number
density o f free electrons, e is the electronic charge and , m is the 
electronic mass [ 22 ].
The Eccles -  Larmor theory was modified later by Appleu^n 
Hartee and others which being kni^wn as the magneto-u,me 
theory, gives the refractive index o f an ionized medium (m 
presence o f magnetic field) as,
fd = {^ i + 2 p l l ^ [ - p -  + j p v ) - i ^ p - p I ) / [ p I  -  /J- +
where c- velocity o f e.m. wave in free space , k- attenuation 
coefficient, - electron density, p - the angular frequency ol 
wave,
V- the collision -  frequency, p^  ^ = 4 n N / m  ,
P i — HI  ejme y P y — Hpejme ,
-  component o f imposed magnetic field along the direction 
o f propagation and component o f that magnetic field 
transverse to the direction o f propagation. The above formuki 
is well known as Appleton- Hartee formula.
The direct evidence o f the existence o f a conducting layer m 
the upper atmosphere was first established by Appleton and 
Barnett in 1925 [22]. Breit and Tuve in 1926 [22], published the 
important result o f their experiment. They sent transient pulse 
signal to a moderately distant receiver and reported that i\\«) 
(sometimes more than two) impulses were received instead of 
receiving only one impulse. One o f those two were attributed m 
the directly traversed part o f the emitted pulse and the (Uher 
was due to the indirect wave or echo reflected from the 
conducting layer called ionosphere. This is perhaps the brief 
history o f the discovery o f the terrestrial ionosphere. Accordini; 
to the recommendations o f a committee o f the Institute o f Radio 
Engineers [ 22 ], the terrestrial ionosphere is ‘that part of the 
Earth’s uppier atmosphere where ions and electrons are present 
in quantities sufficient to affect the propagation o f radio waves 
The ionosphere has been found to be stratified into a number uf 
regions or layers o f maximum ionization. According to the Wave 
Propagation Committee o f the Institute o f Radio Engineers. 
U.S.A. a ‘region* within the ionosphere is a portion of 
atmosphere in which there is a tendency for the formation ot 
definite ionized layers and a ‘ layer’ o f the ionosphere is regularl) 
stratified distribution o f ionization which is formed in a region 
o f the ionosphere and is capable o f reflecting radio waves back 
to Earth. The existence o f the different layers o f ionosphere 
such as £, Fj, and within the ionosphere was discoveretJ 
from a study o f the variation o f the equivalent height (at which 
a radio wave o f a particular frequency range is reflected back) 
with frequency. It is usually observed that there 
discontinuities in the curve at certain frequencies. At each of 
these frequencies, an ionospheric layer is penetrated. Ground*
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> leased observation using sounding o f radio waves at different 
' altitudes essentially determined the altitude distribution o f the 
s electron concentration but with certain gaps corresponding 
t^o the penetration frequencies mentioned above. The three 
i discontinuities in the figures [Figures 13 (a) and (b) ] [15,22]
; ihus give the three critical frequencies for the three regions o f 
' rnaximum ionization, E, Fj and F2 . As the formation o f these 
remons are mainly due to the ionizing solar LTV rays, it is obvious 
that the heights and the density o f ionization will vary according 
(o the hour of the day and season o f the year. Average values o f 
the minimum virtual heights o f the three regions have been found 
he near 120 km ,210 km and 300 km, resp>ectively. Appleton 
122 I stated that in his early work, he used to write E for the 
electric vector o f the wave reflected from the first layer he 
recognized. Afterwards, he identified another layer at a greater 
height and he wrote F for the field o f the wave reflected from it. 
Splitting of the single F-layer into two parts such as Fj and F., 
occurs in day time when solar ionizing radiations o f high 
intensity are incident directly on the ionosphere and at night in 
the complete absence o f the Sun, these two sublayers F, and F., 
coalesces together to produce a single F-layer at an intermediate
ELECTRON CONCENTRATION (m»)
km
600K
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Ui
f  400  
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FREQUENCY OF THE EXPLORING 
WAVE
13. (a) Schematic representation of the variation of the electron 
wiht height in the normal daytime terrestrial ionosphere, 
f  of typical /i*'-/ record indicating the stratification of the
height. Moreover, it is also quite possible for either stratifications 
to exist between or besides these three layers E,F, and F,.
Probable existence o f a new layer called the O-layer above 
the F^-layer is Jiypothesized, although an alternate explanation 
o f occassional observation o f such great equivalent height is 
the multiple reflection between the bottom o f F.,-layer and the 
top o f F j-layer.
There exists another layer below the E-layer which is not 
detectable by the ordinary pulse technique. This is because o f 
the fact that this layer, later named D-Iayer, can not reflect back 
the mediumior short waves at vertical incidences. The existence 
o f this D-lajier is inferred from (i) variation of signal strength o f 
waves re tle^d  from E and F-regions, (ii) variation o f the strength 
o f atmospherics from daylight to night, (in) reflection o f very 
long waves I Most probable height o f maximum electron density 
for the D-Iafer is approximately near 70 km. Close to the heights 
o f D and a  layers, patches o f intense ionization have been 
observed to|^xist irregularly and discretely at some places. Those 
regions are named the sporadic-D and sporadic-E regions, 
respectively [22]. E-layer and F,-layer are also known as Kennely- 
Heaviside and Appleton layers, respectively.
2. 2 The Sun as the main source o f  various ionospheric aclivtttes:
Solar radiation and particle flux o f ionospheric importance
The Sun is the source o f electromagnetic (em) radiations at 
different wavelength ranges, high energy cosmic ray particles, 
solar magnetic field and the solar wind. All these four kinds o f 
solar physical entities conjointly play the main role in the 
production and shaping o f planetary ionosphere, especially 
terrestrial ionosphere. Thermonuclear pnx:esses are responsible 
for the production o f solar radiations and o f solar magnetic field 
and solar wind.
Solar em radiations are prt>duced in two ways : (i) Directly 
from solar thermonuclear reactions and associated thermal 
features, (ii) Indirectly due to the electrodynamics o f solar 
cosmic rays. High energy particles such as electron, protons 
and heavier nuclei are produced within the Sun due to solar 
flares. Secondary solar radiations emerge out as a result o f 
interactions o f solar cosmic ray particles with the matter and 
magnetic field o f the solar atmosphere [128]. This radiation 
generally evolves in two phases. The first phase is characterized 
by impulsive burst o f hard X-rays and microwaves and by Type 
III radio emissions. In the second phase, there are type II bursts 
, microwave and metric type UV emission and flare continuum 
radio emission. Hard X-ray and lines are produced by
interaction o f high energy ions with the solar atmosphere. There 
are various energy sources and sinks, responsible for different 
ionospheric activities within and outside the Earth’s atmosphere. 
The input o f solar em radiations is characterized by specific 
processes that are compelled to take place within a limited part
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o f height above the Earth’s surface by the absorption o f solar 
UV radiations and it depends on solar conditions [ 129].
At an altitude o f 90 km and above, the heat balance is 
primarily controlled by deviation from local thermodynamic 
equilibrium (LTE) o f CO,. In addition to solar energy, input gravity 
waves and Rossby waves together with atmospheric tides may 
be regarded as other possible energy sources in the E-region. 
Contribution o f these additional energy sources to the total E- 
layer energy budget is regularly variable in space and time and 
are quite complex to be acurately determined [ 130]. Above 100 
km within the thermospheric region, solar EUV radiation, tidal 
energy and atmospheric waves are supplemented by Joule 
heating and auroral particles’ incidences as the energy sources 
on a global scale. The main source o f energy above 400 km may 
be presumably, the electron cooling [ 130].
The solar radiation energy incident per sq. cm. o f the Earth’s 
surface is highly variable with season and latitude and can be 
determined with prior estimation o f  solar constant which 
according to Smithsonian Institute, varies daily by 1 to 2% . The 
spectral distribution o f the solar radiation energy is more or less 
complex. Unlike the spectral distribution o f radiations emitted 
by a black body, the solar radiation shows in its visible light 
spectrum an equivalent temperature o f6000 K. In the ultraviolet 
region o f the solar radiations, due to the existence o f a crowded 
gathering o f many Fraunhofer lines, the smoothed out contour 
falls below that o f a p)erfect black body at 6000 K  1131 ]. There is 
indirect evidence that during the period o f high solar activity, 
excess o f short wave radiation may be emitted. Because o f 
unsteady atmospheric absorption in IR  region , more 
sophisticated techniques are required for measurement in this 
region o f spectra. Quasiparallel beam o f [125] solar radiation 
passes through the ionosphere with very little modification 
except the FUV which can be absorbed by oxygen and nitrogen. 
Below 50 km, ozone starts absorbing strongly in Hartley- 
Huggins-and Chappius- bands and the absorption has an 
important role to play in producing thermal equilibrium within 
the stratosphere. In the lower stratosphere, sufficient amount 
o f water vapour and CO 2 alongwith ozone, absorb energy in the 
near infrared (N IR ) bands. The total radiation absorbed by all 
atmospheric constituents is approximately 10% o f the incidefit 
intensity although the exact amount depends on the zenith angle, 
water-vapour and ozone concentrations. Solar radiations get 
highly modified also through scattering within atmosphere as a 
consequence o f which the stratosphere may be thought to be 
irradiated by a second diffuse stream o f solar radiation coming 
from about 3 km above the Earth's surface with intensity equal 
to 40% o f the incident radiation. Spectral distribution o f this 
scattered radiation following the Rayleigh’s A'^^law is not 
similar to that o f the original solar radiations. The Earth’s 
curvature, hor^ntal variations in the terrains, variable cloud 
cover, scattering o f solar radiation are neglected and the incident
solar radiation flux are assumed to be parallel. On the basis ( 
these assumptions an ideal theoretical formulation can b 
considered for the evaluation o f total flux o f radiations at a 
altitude z. In this calculation Kirchoff’s law and Lambert 
exponential law o f absorption, that are strictly correct for purel 
monochromatic radiation, are used [125].
The rate o f heating at altitude z is given by
dQldt  = p^Cp d e jd t  = dip(z )ldz  ,
where
=  l\^^Az) + q>y(z) + <py{z) + <Py{.z)\dv , 
where the purely original solar contribution
<p^  {z)Av  = -SyAvcofiy/^ exp| -  J ky(z')p(z')secip^dz 
The contribution o f Earth surface is
= 2 B , (o )A v  I .£ ^ 1
[ ,  sec- V' I
J *,(z ')p (c 'W r'|
The atmospheric contribution from above z is
'  cfe sec 'V
x \ ] p ( z " ) k , U ' ’ )dz"
and the atmospheric contribution from below z is
<f>Siz)Av =  '{2 B A z ' )  A v p (z ' )  d ^ \
i  i .
z
] p i z ' ' ) k A z " } d z  d:'
The interpretation o f  symbols used are as follows :
z, z^z '' - vertical coordinate, x - horizontal coordinat^j 
e - temperature, v- frequency, p  - density o f absorbing 
Pa - density o f  the atmosphere, speific heat at const^ ^
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pressure, y/ - Zenith angle, - solar energy cm*  ^ sec '
incident on the atmosphere in the frequency range v to v-¥Av,
{\jn) A\>- energy cm'^ sec ' per unit solid angle
emitted in the frequency range v> to v + by a black body at
temperature
Solar short wave radiations (X U V ) are the main source o f 
phoioionization o f atmospheric atoms and molecules, mainly 
above 120 km and below the exosphere and also below 60^ 
latitude in day time. Any exact correlation among the intensity, 
specttal distribution o f solar XU V radiations and any o f the 
u>ual solar indices such as 10.7 cm. solar flux, magnetic activity 
index et(\ is yet to be established [15 ]. Solar extreme ultraviolet 
,EUV) radiations photoionize the upper atmospheric neutral 
Lon>tituents producing ions and electrons. Maximum ionisation 
dt about 150 km. occurs mainly due to the absorption o f radiation 
with wavelengths less than 796A , the ionization threshold o f 
the m a|or neutral constituent o f the atmosphere i .e . N^ .  Photons 
having wavelengths in the range o f 796 A  to 1027 A , penetrate 
down to E-region. The most significant photoionization 
piocesses that occur within E and F  regions are as follows
/I I ^ 21,
A/j + /n^—> A^2 + e', N 2 - ^  h v +  N  +
O - ^ h v —^ O ^ + e ,  N  +  h v e .
The following table (Table 3 )  gives the most important solar 
ladiations which have significant contributions (the main role ) 
indifferent ionospheric activities.
Y -ray bursts and solar nutnno production are also two 
important solar features that arc observed and recorded with 
piecision by means o f sophisticated instrumentation. Theory
Tabic riassification of electromagnetic radiation according to their 
wavflength range and the corresponding atmospheric layers of influence.
RaUialion Wavelength range Layer of influence
IR 7800 A< A  <1000//m Earth’s surface
Near IR A <20 M
Far IR A  > 2 0 / /
Vissible 3800 A< A  <7800 A Earth surface, 
E and F layer
U\ 100 A <2 <3800 A
EUV/XUV 2 A< A <1040 A E-layer
Near UV 2000 A< A  <3000 A O3 in lower stratosphere 
and troposphere
Lyman a  (H^ ) A  «  1216 A Mesosphere
*^ -Ray 0.1 A <A<ioo A
Hard X-ray A  <15 A D-layer
,—  ^Soft X-rav ;i>i5 A E and F layer
o f ‘coronal equilibrium’ helps us to understand many solar 
features including the production o f various other spectral lines 
in the solar atmosphere through excitation by impact or collision 
o f electrons and proton, non thermal emissions, other kinds o f 
ionization and recombination and dielectronic recombination 
[ 133]. 10.7 mm. solar flux or 2800 MHz solar flux is produced by 
a free-free emission process and therefore, inspite o f having no 
specific excitation mechanism or emission mode, its production 
is stongly ^sociated with emissions that occur in frequent solar 
bursts or .s(|lar flares.
D i f f e r e n t  k o l a r  a c t i v i t y  p a r a m e t e r s  o r  s o l a r  i n d i c e s  o f  
importance
The solar dltta that are usually regularly observed and recorded 
comprise thje following solar activity parameters | 134] :
(i) sunspot area, (ii) sunspot blocking function, (iii) apparent 
solar diameter, (iv ) total solar irradiance, (v) 10.7 cm. solar flux,
(vi) Zurich and relative sunspot number, (v ii) flares ( y ray, X- 
ray, , microwave, proton, energetic electron, solar tlare-index),
(viii) plage index (example, calcium plage), (ix) aurorae (solar), (x) 
solar flare number ( xi) solar magnetic field index.
The three main solar features that are primarily concerned 
with the above-mentioned solar parameters, are the sunspot 
and solar flare-event and solar faculae. The most important 
primitive solar activity parameters are the Zurich sunspot 
number, the solar flare number and the 10.7 cm. solar flux all o f 
which have been observed to have appreciable influence on the 
ionospheric activities [135-140]. At present, Zurich sunspot 
number has been replaced by relative sunspot number and solar 
flare number has been replaced by solar flare index (Sawyer- 
index, Kleczec-flare index) [141,142] and the 10.7 cm. solar flux 
has been coexisting with its variable component which is nothing 
but its original value minus the constant part of its own in its 
linear regression-relation with sunspot number 1143]. Solar bursts 
are taking place on the solar surface mainly due to thermal energy 
imbalance and magnetoplasmodynamic invStability in the hot 
plasma there, giving rise to the phenomenon o f visible 
appearance o f a long trail o f hot bright gas-bulk jumping out o f 
solar surface and then falling back. This is called solar flare. 
Associated with it arc all generations o f y -ray. X-ray, , 
microwave and high energy particles . In earlier days, solar flare 
numbers were used to be counted each hour o f a day and each 
day o f an year and were thought to represent an important solar 
activity index which affect some specific ionospheric activities. 
Later, it was realized by scientists that some more specific and 
more effective and useful flare index can be defined precisely to 
study solar influence on some specific ionospheric activities. 
Sawyer’s solar flare index is such an index which is given by
I f  = 0.762.4^/ r * .
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individual flare area measured in millionth o f solar disk, 
Z'*- the effective observing time in minutes. Another flare index 
for evaluating daily flare index is the Kleckzec flare index f 1411 
which is given hy q = it, i represents an equivalent intensity 
scale (importance), t the duration (in minutes) o f the flare.
Sunspots are, as known now-a-days , produced due to local 
thermal cooling on the solar surface caused by plasrnaspheric 
rotational equillibrium and associated solar magnetic field 
connections. As the production o f sunspots is inherently related 
to local rotation on the solar surface they appear prominently to 
possess certain periodicities. Sunspots are always observable 
in multitude on the solar surface and bear strong relationship 
with various terrestrial atmospheric features. Therefore, sunspots 
have been considered as the most important solar parameter to 
have influence on different ionospheric activities. In recent past, 
another solar activity index has been defined on the basis o f 
modelling by the use o f ground based photometric obvservation 
and is known as the photometric sunspot index (PSD which is 
given by f 144]
PS/ = a X ^ ;> “ [<3A + 2 )/2] .
Different solar periodicities
The temporal behaviour o f solar activity, manifested especially 
in sunspots, has long been discussed and debated. Among the 
different solar periodicities observed from the Earth, some are 
o f purely solar origin while the rest are produced as a 
consequence o f relative angular speed o f rotation (axial and 
orbital) o f the Earth and their dependence on latitude and the 
angle o f axis and orbit with respect to the solar ecliptic. Solar 
periodicities o f purely solar origins are 1 1 years, 2 2  years, 152  
days(5 months), 564 days (18.5) months , 26 months and also 
other short term periodities (145- 152J.
2.3 Ionospheric physics and chemistry fo r  different layers o f  
ionosphere
Depending on the specific nature o f thermal, dynamical, 
gravitational and solar energy-input processes that prevail 
within the whole o f the terrestrial ionosphere, the ionosphere is 
conveniently classified in two different ways:
(i) Altitudinally classified layers such as, D,E,F
(ii) Latitudinally divided sectors such as, low latitude, 
mid latitude and high latitude.
At first, the physical and chemical processes which take 
place within different layers will be considered . Until now, 
there has been no successful modelling o f the day time quiet D- 
region which can explain how the initially formed ions like NO*  ^
get converted into oxonium ions (H20)^. Polar cap
absorption (P C A ) or solar proton event (SPE ) has been
successfully utilized in modelling the disturbed D-region w hich  
is characteriz^ed by the effective recombination coefficient which 
is directly proportional to the fourth power o f the total neiuiMi 
species concentration.
= U A ) - j q
where, is the effective recombination coefficient, q is ihr 
ionization rate, lej is the free electron concentration and l.(An 
the electron loss rate.
Electron precipitation, sporadic meteor effects, cosmic X 
ray are also some probable sources o f ionization in D-rcymn 
particularly at night. Although photo-detachment and 
associative detachment are the two mam direct proccs.scs 
responsible for the negative ion formation in D-region, minoi 
neutral gas species also have appreciable effects on it (I53i 
Absorption o f radio waves within D-region which is related id 
ionization, varies appreciably throughout the year as well ns 
with solar cycle. In winter in mid latitude D-region, the absorption 
is strongly enhanced for a period o f several days This 
phenomenon is known as the ‘winter-anomaly’ . During solnr 
flares, the ionization in the D-region is enhanced and hence the 
absorption o f radio waves is increased. As a consequence, radio  
transmission through the ionosphere may be sciiou.sK 
interrupted (154,155]. Populated with and NO^ ions, the I 
region has been successfully modelled m which the elcctivin 
recombination coefficient is written as
oCfdi = [c ( (N O * n N O ' \+ a (O t)^O t'\+  a ( M * ) \ M * \\j
Here, and |M^j are the concentrations ol NO’
0 2  ^ and atomic metallic ions, respectively and cz's are tin 
corresponding recombination coefficients.
Determining ° ‘t-n the effective recombination coeficient in 
relation with a  , the coefficient o f recombination with mcial 
ion from bulk analysis in cases o f meteor-caused ion 
pnxiuction, poses great problem especially at night. Building 
up o f ions in mid-latitude-sporadic E-regions is believed to take 
place mainly by the action o f  winds and wind shears in 
conjunction with the prCsSence o f Earth’s magnetic field. The 
minor neutral gas NO is an important constituent in the H 
region because the process + NO  —> NO*  ^+ O., is generally
competitive with electrons . But the distribution o f NO in this 
region is not well understood 1154]. Soft X-ray ( lO-KX) A)are 
absorbed by N 2 and O2 in the lower ionosphere as a consequence 
o f which 02^, N 2-", N-^  and O'" ions are produced. Being veiv 
weak during the quiet state o f the Sun and relatively stronger 
during the disturbed state o f the Sun, the solar X-ray produces 
sudden ionospheric disturbances (S ID ) only in the high solar
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ictivity pericxi. In the lower E-region, the atomic ions are quickly 
•onverted to molecular ions before transport process starts 
iffecting their profile. Atomic ions that do not undergo rapid 
on-molecule reactions to form molecular ions, do generally have 
ong lifetimes and are subject to the influence o f transport 
iroccss. Long-lived metallic ions produced by meteor-ablation, 
;an have noticeable effect on the E-region electron density [ 155J.
Ranging approximately from 100 km to 1000 km, E-region of 
he ionosphere constitutes o f mainly and NO^ in its lower 
lortion (F',) and and in its upper portion (F,). Under 
■ertam condition, He"^  also may be an important ion in F^-region. 
The three transport equations, the equation o f continuity, the 
nomentum equation and the energy equation need to be solved 
imultaneously for electron gas and ion gas comprising o f ; 
vJO^ , and for developing a successful F-region model 
155J . Photoionization o f neutral constituents o f F-region b y  
olar Extreme Ultra Violet (EU V ) radiations takes place. The 
allies o f the absorption and ionization crosssections can be 
)btained from DNA Reaction Rate Hand book [ 156] while the 
olar photon flux can be obtained from the work o f Donally and 
\ij-)e 1157].
The mam F-region ion-neutral reactions are given below :
i r  f  O,* + O 
O ^-i-N^NO -" 4-O
ir4 -o ->o -"-f H
N / + O NO'" 4-N
K = 1.6x 10-“ cm^s
K^ = 6 x 1 0 '^  V'm*\s ‘ 
K , = (9/8)K^
K^ = 4x  1 0 '®cm'^s‘
11561
K^ = 5x 10 '• ernes'* 1156] 
K,.= 1.4x 10 '*^cm"s*‘ .
Around 500 km altitude, the following relation approximately 
u)l(is good 1156 1 .
n (/ r )  -  9/8 (n (H )/ n (0 )) n{0^  ) .
The main F-region ion-electron reactions are given below : 
N / + e- N -4- N, = 2.7 x 10'  ^(T/300) \
+e  - > 0  + 0 , = ^ 10(T/300)'*’ ^
NO'" + e' N + O, = 4.0 x 10*'^  (T/300) ^
The existence o f an F., peak can not simply be explained with 
he help o f photochemistry. Processes in which electron-ion 
ransport takes place, need to be included also. Ambipolar 
liftusion is the most important process for such transport, 
'leuiral winds play an important role in the diurnal variation o f 
2^ layer. The meridional wind component is directed towards 
he pole at day and towards the equator at night. F  ^ layer is 
ciwered by wind in the day and is raised by it at night. Though 
Icctric field-induced plasma-drift is unimportant for mid-latitude- 
onospheric transport process, it is extremely important for 
'^plaining equatorial F-region anomaly (electron density crest
at about 15" latitude). From aeronomical point o f view, F-region 
is the best understood area. Yet no single model has been 
developed for explaining all the F-region features satisfactorily. 
For developing an effective model o f F-region, the following 
problems will be o f great concern, the details o f which can be 
obtained from the R e f 1154].
(i) Thermospheric model problem ,
(ii) Neutral wind problem ,
(in) Boundary value problem ,
(iv) EUV problem,
(v) Ion chemistry problem ,
(vi) Electron temperature problem ,
(vii) Summer Morning problem .
The above-mentioned ion-neutral species reactions are the 
resonant charge transfer processes which result in a complete 
exchange o f energy between the colliding systems without any 
change in the relative kinetic energy The resonant charge 
exchange cross section at the relative impact energies o f 
importance can be approximately given by the formula,
= (A -F lo g , j ,F )“
where E is the relative kinetic energy [158).
The critical frequency and virtual height :
The wave equation that is usually considered is ,
V - E -  ^/Jk/c- ) { / 9 - -) |- |(4/r (7^ /c' ) {^E/^t)^ = o
Now' considering cr = 0 and ju ^ \ \ for a radio wave 
propagation through a uniformly ionized medium with no 
magnetic field the wave equation may be written as
V - E - [k / c - ) [^ - E / a ^ ) .
The oscillating E field sets electrons in motion. When the.se 
electrons collide with each other with a collision frequency , 
two significant phenomena take place. The amount o f energy 
emitted as electromagnetic radiation is diminished and the 
electron’s motion lag behind the phase o f the incident wave. 
Thus, the use of complex exponentials to treat phase will lead to 
a real (negative) exponential which can be identified with the 
absorption coefficient o f the atmosphere. The equation o f motion 
o f an electron is
mi^d‘ x/dt^^ = -eEQa\piiaM)-mv^{dx/dt):= net force + 
net momentum transfer rate.
The steady state solution o f this equation is
X =  {-i/(v^. -  ity)} {e/coni^ Foexp {-ico t ) .
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The dielectric constant is given by
d .c ,-k  -  \ -^ 4 n {p lE } = \ -{4 n  N^€x )/E
= H-(i4;r cTi,)lco ,
where
^ ico)! [m[co'^ +
is the complex conductivity (The polarisation current replaces 
the conduction currenty) 119].
The plane wave solution o f Eq. 2(iii) is
E (z ,r) = £*(, exp ♦
where z is the distance along the path o f propagation. The real 
part ‘Xr’ is
X^o == 1 ^ (4 ^  j j 1 - cUg j{a )^  + cof ) .
where oJq = the plasma frequency. The real part o f the refractive 
index ‘n* for n“>0 and co, «  to , can be written as
n = k r = { l - { c o l/ c o ^ - ) } '’\
Waves with cOq > to will not enter the region o f ionosphere due 
cither to refraction or to reflection. For angle o f incidence equal 
to and obeying SnclPs law n = sin 6  ^ , the ray will be reflected 
by the corresponding electron density. For the vertical incidence 
6q = 0, critical reflection occurs for aP" -  and n = 0. The
maximum value o f frequency {co Iln ) for an em wave to be 
reflected from an ionized layer, equal to the maximum value o f 
natural plane wave plasma-frequency o f the layer concerned 
and is called the critical frequency o f that layer.
/o = {(^o )i«*x/2^ } = { ( 4 ^   ^ •
The pressure law that holds good within an atmosphere in 
equilibrium, is given by
P ^ P o  exp ( -mgh/KT) = the pressure at height */r for gas o f 
mean molecular mass ‘m’ at a constant temperature T°K. The 
quantity (KT/mg) is o f the dimension o f height and is called the 
scale height *//* which may also be defined as the "height at 
which the pressure diminishes to negative exponential times its 
value at the surface ( P  = P^e =  P^e
A  simple method o f exploring the ionosphere is to send a 
series o f shc»t radio frequency wave trains in a vertically upward 
direction which can be varied. The time-delay between emission
and reception after reflection from the ionosphere is to bi 
recorded too. The time delay (r) is expressed as the equivalen 
or virtual height (/lO at [15,241 which the wave would have beei 
the reflected if it had travelled all the way with free space velocit, 
o f em wave *c’ so that == (c7 / 2 ).
Starting with day-time ionosphere at r= 0 and setting tb 
photoionization rate equal to zero, density disribution in tb 
F-region is studied and found to decrease with time Tb 
corresponding time constant approximately equals to ih< 
inverse o f O ’*" loss frequency at the height o f F  ^ peak. Th:; 
decay takes place while ionization does not txjcur. This doc; 
not necessarily represent the nighttime F-region, becauv 
ionization in the nighttime F-region is indirectly maintained b\ 
its downward flow from the high altitude plasmasphere 1132],
Critical frequency o f Fj layer varies with sea.sons
The behaviour o f F, layer is described in terms o f the extent 0 
its departure from that o f a hypothetical Chapman layer, tht 
departure being named ‘anomaly’ . Geographic amomaly, diurna 
anomaly, seasonal anomaly, winter anomaly are some o1 sue! 
anomalies observed usually in the experimental measurement o 
(Critical frequency o f F2'layer) f 159- 163J. Eclipses hau 
been found to have no sp>ecific influence on F^-layer parameter 
such as,y^ F^-> and //F (and also «,„F ,) to an appreciable e x t e n  
[ 164]. The theory o f ionospheric storm is capable o f explainim 
the basic features in the behaviour o f negative phase at tlu 
commencement o f a disturbance on the basis o f tirnih 
established link between electron density and the ratu) 0 
densities o f atomic oxygen and nitrogen molecule. I ’hice 
dimensional models o f the storm circulation with the inclusu f 
o f wind induced diffusion are needed to explain in detail thi 
storm-time negative F.,-phase. All the morphological feature' 
o f F^-region can not be explained with the help o f any one of iht 
three existing mechanisms, namely, horizontal wind-induced dnfi 
electric field and pn^onospheric fluxes. As there are reason  ^u 
assume that positive disturbances are linked to entirely differeni 
regions and processes in the magnetosphere from Joule heatin!; 
in the auroral oval, there are reasons to think o f soft particle 
precipitation in the region o f the daytime cusp as a po.ssible 
source o f positive disturbances [165].
Terrestrial ionosphere shows significant variations with 
altitude, latitudes longitude, universal time, solar cycle, .season 
and geomagnetic activity. These variations arc produced as j 
result o f competition between the variation o f forces acting 
within and on the ionosphere. O f special mention are the force*, 
due to atmosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling 
through currents, energetic particles, electric fields and 
atmospheric drag. Not corotating with the ‘Earth’ , the higli 
latitude plasma moves under the action o f electric fields ol 
magnetospheric origin. Topside thermal plasma is capable ol 
escaping from the topside ionosphere along open geomagnetic^  
field lines. This process o f escape is termed as the ‘polar wind
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1132J. The cross-tail potential (CTP) difference is the electrical 
potential difference generated across the magnelospheric tail 
bv means o f interaction o f  shocked solar wind with the 
geomagnetic field. CTP can vary typically from 20 kV to 120 kV 
depending on the level o f geomagnetic activity. Most o f the 
nme, the ring current effectively shields the plasma, within the 
plasmasphere and therefore, only the high latitude ionosphere 
IS influenced by magnetospheric electric field. At all ionospheric 
altitudes, the frequency o f electron-neutral atom collision is much 
less than the electron cyclotron frequency and therefore, the 
combined effect o f the perpendicular field E and geomagnetic 
field B is to induce an electron drift \n E  y. B  direction. At F- 
reg ionaltitude, both ions and electrons drift in theE x B  direction
2]. The corotation velocity, although much low, is added with 
drift for the F-field-induced two-cell drift pattern which is 
appreciable within the high latitude ionospheric plasma. There 
occurs an ionization hole, a low density-low temperature-region 
lhat appears during quiet geomagnetic activity.
At mid-latitudes, the geomagnetic field lines arc inclined to 
the vertical direction. The effect o f meridional wind (north south) 
IS to compel the F-region ionization to move up or down the 
field lines depending on the direction o f wind. The equator- 
ward wind at night therefore, has an important role to play in 
maintaining F-layer ionization. Mid-latitude ionosphere exhibits 
another type o f transport process which is the plasma-flow along 
different geomagnetic field lines. During geomagnetic storms, 
high density cold plasma in the plasmasphere comes into contact 
with low density hot plasma in the ring current. Energy, either o f 
any one or o f both o f the Coulombic collision and wave-particle 
interaction, transforms ring current particles into thermal 
electrons within the interaction region. This energy is then 
conducted to the lower ionosphere along geomagnetic field lines 
which gives rise to an elevated electron temperature. Hot 
electrons at an altitude range o f 300-400 km. have got sufficient 
energy to collisionally excite atomic oxygen as a result o f which 
016300 A  red line is emitted. Produced in this way, the oxygen 
red line emission is generally found over a narrow band o f latitude 
on the equatorial side o f the auroral oval which is well known as 
J'table auroral red arc (S AR-arc).
At low latitudes, the quasi-horizontal geomagnetic field lines 
produce some unique transport processes, the most interesting 
f^ f which is the equatorial fountain [132]. Another source o f 
[irunsportation is the expansion and cooling o f ionospheric 
plasma on the summer side o f the equator and compression and 
Seating o f the same on the winter side o f the equator.
The existence o f ionospheric structures with scale sizes o f 
of kilometers or smaller than that are collectively known as 
- small scale irregularities [ 166]. These can be primarily caused 
the onset and evolution o f different types o f instability, 
volving from large scale ionospheric configurations, these
instabilities are generally mutually superimposed. The two most 
imp>ortant small scale irregulatitics are:
(i) The steepening and sub.sequent recurrcniial splitting 
o f barium clouds released in the ionosphere, after 
being driven by the gradient drift instability.
(ii) The formation and buoyant rise o f low density 
‘ bubbles’ o f plasma, after being driven by the 
collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the nighttime 
equatorial ionosphere, is known as equatorial spead 
F (E SF ).
These effects have bearing on the magnetic field intensity 
and are therefore latitude dependent too [166] .
Peak electron density n^ (^e) is another important ionospheric 
parameter which affects airglow emission significantly, because 
o f its intrinsic relation with the critical frequency and to some 
extent, with the virtual height. The peak electron density n^Je) 
or is related to^^F^ according to the well known equation 
[167]
n je )  (re-') = 1.24 x ff^F^(MHz)\~ (9)
Peak electron density is so strongly correlated to/^F^ 
both from purely theoretical and empirical points o f view that 
one is computed from the value o f the other, n je )  is very often 
computed from /^F2 [ 168, 1691 . Sometimes, zenith airglow 
intensity for different important airglow emissions are directly 
computed from their relation with n^(e) f 170]. Ionization profile 
in the Fj region is different from that o f F  ^ because o f the 
following reasons (80];
(i) F2~region ionosphere is optically thin to most ionizing 
radiations and if the atmosphere in this region can be 
considered to be isothermal, the general rate o f 
photoionization for incident monochromatic radiation 
(for single ionizable constituent) can be written as.
F„cr,,A'(Zo) e x p [- (;-C o )/ w ]. (10)
(ii) The recombination term being directly proportional 
to n  ^ , the electron density under the chemical 
equillibrium would increase indefinitely with 
height.
(iii) But indefinite increase o f n^  with altitude can not be 
realistic . Hence, F^ can not be treated with chemical 
equilibrium only. Dynamics is also an essential feature 
in F.,-region. Ambipolar diffusion stops that indefinite 
increase; o f n^  with height.
Kimura et al [171] have shown on the basis o f Diffusive 
Equilibrium (DE) model and SUPIM  analysis ( discussed later) 
that the latitude dependence o f global electron can approximately 
be represented by an oscillatory function o f latitude.
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2 .4 Inlerrc'lation between ionospheric activities and airglow 
emissions:
From our previously discussed sections regarding the basic 
physics o f airglow, related chemical kinetics and excitation 
mechanism and above all, the ionospheric physics and chemistry, 
it IS obvious and easy to comprehend that there exists a direct 
relationship, either o f complex or o f straightforward nature 
between ionospheric parameters and airglow emissions. 
Considering eqs. Eq. 1- 4,8 and 9 simultaneously, one can 
mathematically prove that,
airglow intensity [/(,F^]“ exp ~ m))///] •
Barbier [ 172] was the first toestabli.sh a semiempirical formula 
for OI 6300 A airglow emission which is given by,
= A (f^Fy- exp (- (// ’ F -  200) / If  \ + R.
where H is the scale height in terms o f oxygen and was assumed 
by Barbier himself to be equal to 41.3 . Later, this relation due to 
Barbier was verified to an extraordinary level o f satisfaction by 
Carman et«/ f 1731. Barbier’s equation has been used by several 
workers in their analysis o f Ol 6300 A  and OI 5577 A  airglow 
intensity variation with different solar geophysical parameters 
[ 174, 175 I- Actually, the volume emission rate o f ditferent airglow 
radiations, which is directly proportional to the corresponding 
intensity, depends in general, on the electron density and the 
relative abundances o f different atomic and molecular ionic 
species involved in all possible dominant modes o f excitation. 
For oxygen green and red line airglow emissions , it is therefore 
deducible from the experimentally determined values o f different 
rate-constants, quenching coe ffic ien ts  and transition 
probabilities that the airglow intensity for those two emissions 
is proportional only to the electron density and so the pattern 
o f variation o f Ol 6300 A  and Ol 5577 A  airglow emissions is 
mainly governed by the electron density profile, [ 48, 167, 169, 
174]. Besides, there are many more works regarding the analysis 
o f interrelation between different airglow emissions and 
corresponding ionospheric parameters | 176- 180].
2 .5 Ozone chemistry and its importance in airglow study :
In the UV and visible regions o f solar spectrum between 2000 A 
and 6600 A , O.^  is the naturally occurring major atmospheric 
absorber. Intense Hartley band and weak Huggins and Chappius 
bands are among the principal spectral features o f O3 . Photolysis 
o f O3 in the visible spectral region leads to ground state products 
C O f 181 ]. Photolytic production o f 0(^D) in the
reaction
O 3 -f /i V —» O2 + O * ,
is possible in a spin conserved process at wavelengths /I ^ 310 
nm. This reaction is the major source o f 0 (*D ) , which on one
hand, gives oxygen red and green lines emissions through 
forbidden transitions and on the other hand, is involved m 
reaction with H^O, CH^ and N^O [ 182]. The basic atmospheric 
O, photochemistry theory, as developed by Chapman (182!, 
involves two photochemical and three chemical reactions ;
0 3  + hv - ^ 0 2  + 0 , O^+hi -^ O  + O , O-i-O^ + M M
O + O 3 O, + O,, O + 0 + M  O 2 + M  .
Approximately, o f stratospheric O 3 produced by suhii 
irradiation is not balanced by Chapman’s removal scheme 01 h\ 
transport to lower altitudes. Reactions with trace amounts ot N, 
H, C or halogen are important (182,183]. Midya (184] report^  
that O 3 plays an important role in the emission o f OH ( 8,3) band 
airglow and there is a correlation between the two. Midya aoi 
1185] have found out that both chemical kinetically and 
practically, Li 6708 A line intensity decreases proportionall' 
with dramatic depletion o f ozone at two antarctic survey siatinns 
(Halley-Bay and Me- M urdo).
3. Well known features of terrestrial airglow emissions
Airglow intensity variation is one o f the most significant ang' 
features which can be broadly classified into two different iyi
(i) Spatial variation ,
(ii) Temporal variation.
Spatial variation again has some specific varieties; T1 
are (a) Altitudinal variation or vertical profile, (b) LatiiiKi 
variation and (c) Longitudinal variation. Temporal variation 
has certain varieties ; (d) Hourly and diurnal variation, (e) M 
monthly or seasonal, (f) Semiannual and annual; all the.se ly 
o f variations are described briefly.
3,1 Altitudinal distribution or vertical profile :
Altitudinal distribution or vertical distribution o f up 
atmospheric pressure, mean density, temperature, elect 
density and density o f different neutral and ionic species h 
been determined through several rocket launching and sarel 
launching missions, several times at different latitudes i 
longitudes. Fach time, the data have been mtxlified to sc 
extent. Based on these data, several airglow fluctuation mot 
have been developed by many scientists. F-region nighigl 
emission, dominated by oxygen green and red line emisM' 
has been found to increase with altitude, being maximum ab< 
200  km and then to decrease again upto a certain height |48, 
Solomon eta l[\S l\  compared their model for 6300 A  airgl 
emission with corresponding satellite mission observation giv 
special stress to emission -altitude profile and they too shov 
that the intensity o f emissions increases with altitude to reac 
maximum at about 250 km and then decreases with altitude. M 
e ta l[ 188 J analyse the different mission experimental result' 
altitude profile o f volume emission rate for 5577 A ,
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band and Herzberg band in which the same has been found 
to increase with height reaching a maximum above 100 km, and 
then to decrease. Takahashi et a I [30] described in details, the 
altitude profile o f all important airglow lines obtained from 
l^l^jlTIFOT experiment. Shepherd et al [189] describes the 
observed vertical distribution o f  5577 A emission near 
geographic equator.
?. 2 iMtitudinal variation o f  airglow intensity :
The latitudinal variation o f airglow intensity is difficult to be ? 
determined properly 124). Many problems in determining the  ^
latitude-dependence o f airglow emission intensity have been" 
sorted out by many scientists in the early pericxl o f the study o f S 
airglow emissions. {
Davis and Smith studied observed latitudinal variations o f 
all important airglow emission lines and found that [ 190 | 5577 A 
and 6300 A line intensities have in general, an oscillatory nature 
of variation with latitude, having a minimum at the geomagnetic 
equator. The maximum values o f intensities o f those lines in 
northern hemisphere is much greater than those in southern 
hemisphere. In case o f Na 5893 A line intensity, the findings are 
similar to those mentioned above except the fact that the 
maximum value o f intensity in southern hemisphere is much 
more than that in northern hemisphere. Chandra et al 1170J loo 
studied latitudinal variations o f airglow emission coupled with 
seasonal and other variations and they inferred that electron 
content profile has little to control OI 6300 A airglow emission 
values. Zuzic et al [191] use (N ^ O ) ratio to indicate the 
thermospheric composition changes and isolating geomagnetic 
activity effect from ESR04 satellite data, they find out the latitude 
profile o f that ratio. This may give useful data for obtaining 
analytically latitudinal structure o f airglow emission profile. 
Kimura et al [172J, in their model-based calculations, have 
computed and studied the latitudinal variation o f electron 
density and other ion densities, which may help us to develop a 
niixlcl for latitude variation o f different airglow emissions. Hickey 
c/ al 1192] discuss the latitudinal variations o f geocoronal hot 
uxygen and compared it with other type o f variations. Ghosh 
and Midya f 193] explained the latitudinal variation o f 5577 A 
night airglow emission with the help o f latitudinal variation o f 
air density.
3 .3 Longitudinal variation :
Mukherjee [194] identifies a westward penetrating electric field 
at low and equatorial latitudes that affects the excursions in ‘7/’ 
'''hich may indirectly influence the corresponding airglow 
emissions. Su et al [195] made a modelling study o f the 
•^ n^gitudinal variations in the north south asymmetries o f the 
‘t^nospheric equatorial anomaly. Actually, the longitudinal 
''anation of airglow emission is both theoretically and practically.
insignificant and little work on that type o f variation has therefore 
been done.
3.4 Hourlv and diurnal variation o f  airglow intensitv and 
SZA :
Regular temporal observations o f airglow emissions have been 
dominated by such temporal recording o f airglow data all over 
the world. Ghosh and Midya { 196j reported their observation ol 
morning twilight airglow emissions at Kolkata where all three 
airglow lines’ intensities ( 5577 A , 5893 A & 6300 A ] were 
found to be increa.se exponentially with time and then reaching 
a peak within 15-20 minutes from the start o f enhancement, decay 
down to an average range o f intensity. Only the 6300 A line 
intensity did not show any peak .Ghosh and Midya |901 studied 
al.so the evening twilight enhancement o f 5893 A line intensity 
at Kolkata and obtained successive enhancements and decays 
as exponential fuctions o f time. But for this case, they obtained 
a typically prominent two-peak feature, one o f which occurred 
before the local sunset and the other, a little lower than first 
peak, occurred with certainty after the local sunset time. Similar 
observations were discussed in the perspective o f different 
excitation mechanisms by the same authors f 81 ]. Low et al\ 197] 
discussed the INDII/ UARS observations o f twilight hydroxyl 
airglow at mid-latitude equinox in which they observed that 
during the early hours after sunset, the volume emission rate on 
the bottom side o f the layers appears to decay exponentially 
with time having a time constant that varies from 1.1 h at 78 km 
to 2.9 h at 82 km. They also showed that the value o f this lime 
constant is related to the process o f excitations involved. 
Mukherjee etal\i9%] studied 6300 A nightglow they observed 
made from 17® latitude and showed that in the geomagnetically 
quiet night, the 630nm airglow intensity varies more or less 
similarly at two stations, Kolhapur (lat. 16®8 N, long. 74®2E) and 
Ahmedabad (lat. 23” .0 N long. 72®6E). The intensities were found 
to decay almost exponentially with time showing a two peak 
feature. But it is interesting to see that during geomagnetically 
disturbed night, the 6300 A airglow intensity oscillates with 
time and decays exponentially. The dawn to dusk asymmetry in 
volumetric intensity o f 5577 A airglow emission was identified 
from AE-C satellite-measurements. Kiselev (1991 explained that 
assymmetry on the basis o f an analysis o f the excitation 
mechanism and its dependence on solar zenith angle (S Z A ) . In 
his model-based- calculations o f the OI 844.6 nm airglow 
emission during the period o f evening twilight, Singh (200) found 
that the calculation as a function o f solar zenith angle (S ZA ) 
gives the corresponding line intensity in fair, agreement with 
the measurementm, only for a range o f SZA. Tanabe et al [201 ] 
disscussed in detail, the airglow observation program o f Tokyo 
Astronomical Observatory where observation was made 
regularly on Moonless clear nights o f every month since the 
International Geophysical Year (IG Y ), (1957-8) at Mainuyama,
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Dodaira, and Kiso stations. Hickey et al [ 192] described the 
diurnal variation of geocoronal hot oxygen in details. Kagan 
and Frolov f202] reported the diurnal variations o f decay time o f 
heater-induced small- scale irregularities in the mid-latitude 
ionospheric F-layer measured by means o f diagnostic stimulated 
em emissions (DSEE) and analysed the results.
Bhaumik et al (2031 reported their observation on morning 
twilight airglow emissions o f OH [7,2] and Li 6708 A line, in 
which the intensity for both emissions was found to increase 
exponentialiy with time.
Dynamical couplinf^ :
Variety o f dynamical processes are involved in coupling the 
motions o f middle atmosphere with that o f lower iono.sphere. 
Classifying in general those processes as either advective, wave­
like or diffusive. Hocking (204) discussed various aspects o f 
the those process detail.
3.6 Barium cloud feature :
Detailed investigations i>n the ionization and airglow o f Ba in 
the early stage have been made and expansion o f the Ba cloud 
in the field o f solar radiation has been reported by Priyatkin et al 
[205]. Kinetic processes involved in the excitation and ionization 
o f barium atoms by suprathermal electrons formed at the time of 
short radio waves, influence on barium cloud and have been 
analysed by Grebnev et al [ 206] .
3.7 Seasonal variation o f airglow intensity:
Monthly mean values o f airglow emission intensities, often 
termed as seasonal airglow data, are o f great importance in 
airglow research. Ghosh and Midya explained the seasonal 
variations o f 5577 A and 5893 A night airglow emission at 
Calcutta on the basis o f their consideration o f density o f air and 
related compositions as functions o f time. For explaining the 
seasonal variations, they considered Chapman’s mechanism and 
Jacchia’s relations [207]. Seasonal variation o f the low latitude 
OI 630.0 nm nightglow and its strong correlation with solar 
activity and solar cycle have been presented by Sahai et al
[208 ] . Seasonal variation o f 6300 A airglow line intensity has 
been obtained by Midya and Ghosh [82] who found an oscillatory 
mode o f variation against month. Seasonal variation o f OH(83) 
airglow band intensity distribution has been considered and 
explained in terms o f air density fluctuations by Bhaumik et al
[209] . Midya etal [2 1 0 ] considered seasonal variation o f5893 A 
airglow intensity at Calcutta and found that the same is correlated 
with solar flare index Hickey et al [192] discussed the seasonal 
variations o f geocoronal hot oxygen in terms o f fluctuations o f 
its new sources. M cNeil et al [211] found that the main 
contribution to the seasonal variation o f sodium nightglow 
comes from the temperature dependence o f  the reaction that
recycles atomic sodium from NaHC0 3  . Seasonal variations m 
the atmospheric minor species including ozone are secondary 
effects at best. With the help o f calculations based on 
spectrographic observation o f the OH atmospheric emission 
(9,4) , (6,2) , (5,1) and O, (0,1) bands, seasonal variation o[ 
temperature at 88.95 km height has been established by 
Toroshelidze [212].
3.8 Semi-annual and annual variations :
Estimating variation o f wind velocity due to turbulence in inertial 
subrange, the vertical eddy diffusivity in the troposphere  ^
stratosphere and also in mesosphere have been studied and 
.seasonal, semi- annual and annual variations o f diffusivn\ 
parameter K  has been confirmed by Kurosaki et al [213J. I'he 
effect o f O3 depletion on OH (8,3) band emission on the basis ot 
Bates - Nicolet theory has been described and the annua! 
variation o f the same at Halley Bay station during the period 
1973 to 1984 has been presented by Midya [184]. Takahashi et 
«/ [214] found that 5577 A , 5893 A and OH (9,4) band emissions 
in upper mesospheric and lower thermospheric airglow show 
strong semi-annual oscillations with maxima at equinoxes and 
minima during the solstices. They suggested that such 
oscillations may be caused by the effects either o f one or of 
both seasonal variations in vertical eddy transport and 
meridional circulation. Burnside and Tepley [215] in then 
meridian- scanning observations o f the intensities o f the OI 
emissions 558 nm and 557.7 nm, noticed that the ratio between 
558 nm intensity to the North and to the South o f Sutherland, 
underwent an annual variation with the largest ratios heiin^  
observed during Southern winter.
3.9 Hydrodynamical oscillation type variation :
Pertsev reports the identification  o f  a new types of 
hydrodynamic oscillations revealed by airglow fluctuations 
[216].
3. /0 Rotational and doppler temperatures :
Molecular rotational energy expressed in terms o f equivaleni 
gas kinetic temperature is known as Rotational temperature. 
Similarly, the airglow spectral line broadening due to Doppler 
effect may be looked upon as to be conveniently expressed m 
terms o f an equivalent temperature called the D oppler 
temperature. They are o f immense significance in aeronomy and 
airglow study [ 10 ].
3.11 Limb view o f  Earth *s airglow spectra :
Earth’s airglow layer observed in the limb view, appears to be a 
composite spectral layer. Mende et al [217] described in detail, 
such limb view spectrum’o f Earth’s airglow and compared u 
with a model o f limb view spectrum.
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i. Different atmospheric, thermospheric and ionospheric 
yodels developed by scientists from 1940’s and onwards
/ / Widfs worldwide circulation system ~ 1945 :
t IS believed that Wulf is the first person to successfully apply 
he Atmospheric Dynamo theory to the motions o f upper 
itmosphere and predict for the first time the existence o f vertical 
notions o f air for which the concept o f circulation wheels was 
leeded. W ulf’s model predicts also that a part o f magnetic 
iistutbance caused by the fluctuations in the upper atmospheric 
•irculalion produces a latitudinal and seasonal dependence o f 
his disturbance. W ulf also hypothesized that the potential 
Ijflerences generated by zonal ionospheric winds which cut 
he Earth’s magnetic field may be the primary source o f excitation 
airglow and auroraf 20]. ,
i.2 Vc Stine's wind systems o f  geomagnetic disturbance -1953: J
n this model with the help o f atmospheric dynamo theory the 
trnospheric electric current system is replaced by the equivalent 
tmospheric wind system which varries with the degree o f 
leeiric pt>larization o f the atmosphere and also with the intensity 
)i toioidai or solenoidal electric currents likely to be caused by 
onal winds. Dynamo air-flow-induced variation in E-region is 
uund, in this model, to be independent o f magnetic storm [20].
' ? Goldie’s average planetary circulation- 1950 :
)n the basis o f the assumption o f an average condition within 
tmospherc upto a height 45 Km, regarding pressure and 
emperature obtained from radiosonde experiments, unequal 
leaimg in different latitudes, mass transport and on the basis o f 
he assumption that actual velocities have the same direction as 
he acceleration, Goldie proposed a mcxiel applying which Goldie 
iimself deduced the following informations : (i) there exist two 
najor frictionally driven vertical circulations running in opposite 
enses in meridian plane, (ii) reversed secondary circulation 
'^ith subsidence in the tropic may be primarily caused by unequal 
leating and convection along meridional plane [20].
'4 K el log- Schilling model o f  stratospheric circulation -
950 ;
he important assumptions which this model is based on are as
ollows:
(i) Stratospheric winds over the equator are easterly with 
cross-isobaric components;
(ii) In the lower ionosphere i.e. in the region o f D  and E- 
layers, winds are assumed to be variable yielding 
strong diurnal variations w hile in the upper 
ionosphere, mean meridional currents are more 
towards poles.
(iii) The entire circulation between tropopause and 
ionosphere reverses itse lf semiannually. The 
important results obtained from this model were as 
follows;
(a) meridional temperature distributions were found 
to be related with mean zonal winds.
(b) The role o f concentrated ozone in 02t>nosphere 
as the main solar radiation-absorbing 
constituent, especially in winter .solstice may 
eventually cause the reversal o f the general 
circulation.
(c) Some other important ionospheric features such 
as cooling in a part o f  the stratosphere in 
summer, have generally agreed with this model
[20].
4.5 Yerg's ionospheric wind system (1951) :
Based on the observation o f temperature lapse-rate from electron 
recombination coefficient and a proposed large scale vertical 
distribution o f viscous stress in the F-region o f ionosphere, 
Yerg 120] proposed a model o f circulation for the ionosphere 
between 100 and 300 km. altitude and with the help o f this model, 
he explained the longitudinal variations in electron 
concentrations for the F.,-layer.
4.6 Deb's model o f  ionospheric circulation (1953) :
On the basis o f a synthesis o f theoretical reasoning and then- 
available experimental data. Deb |20j proposed another model 
for atmospheric circulation above 100 km . This model gives the 
following results ;
a) Wind is south-west in the E and Fj regions and north 
east or east in the F^-region o f ionosphere.
b) Wind velocity rises with height and undergoes 
seasonal variation [20].
4.7 Brasefield's empirical wind system — 1954 :
On the basis o f wind data obtained from rocket and balloon- 
flight, Brasefield constructed a theoretical model which was 
proposed to be valid for a very limited range o f altitude and 
latitude [20].
4.8 Palmer model o f  circulation in the lower stratosphere — 
1954 1201 :
Palmer is the first person to present a coherent model o f 
tropospheric and stratospheric wind system which is based on 
the wind and temperature data and a critical study o f various 
atmospheric dynamics including the tropical regions. Palmer’s
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model had the following achievements over the then-existing 
other models o f atmospheric circulation :
(a) There exists big circulations which eventually mask 
the cross equator-drift.
(b) There is a fundamental difference between the 
circulations over the two poles.
(c) The mcxlel agrees fairly well with empirical datas that 
were known at that time.
(d) This model shows the way to extend ‘general 
circulation models’ so as to give a true synoptic 
picture of meteorological conditions on a daily basis. 
(Figures 14-18)
An ideal atmospheric model is actually a set o f numbers that 
is intended to represent the physical properties o f the atmosphere 
independent o f the period o f ob.servation |218|. There are
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Filsure 14. (a) Orbits in the Earth’s field ; (b) Schematic representation 
of meridional component of large-scale atmospheric circulation ; (c) 
Schematic wind and current systems, thin spherical shell : (A) for daily 
means, symmetrical part of disturbance (B) for seasonal change in daily 
mcan.s, sinusoidal part of disturbance <C) electrical field for eastward 
zonal wind.
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Figure 15. (a) Schematic icprcscntation of gcncial circulaHoii 
meridional cro.ss section for Northern Summer ( Rossby) |2()j ; (b) ProjX'si 
(Yerg) (20J circulation foi ionosphere
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Figure. 16. Diagramatic vertical meridional cross section between 10 
and 60 km through the central pacific ( Palmer) [20].
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essentially three types o f atmospheric models in reality used for 
our partial understanding o f the upper atmosphere : (i) Purely 
theoretical model, (ii) Semi-empirical models and (iii) Empirical 
Of Experimental mcxJels.
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Figure 17. (a) Variatioin with altitude of the mean zonal winds and the 
poleward temperature gradient ( Brassficld ] [961 , (b) Comparison between 
diffusion time and heat conduction lime in the mean CTRA.
4.9 CIRA M ode l:
In purely theoretical models, rigorous solutions o f some basic 
equations including the fundamental conservation theorems 
along with some appropriate boundary conditions, produce
Hfture 18, Ratio at 280 km between observed densities and th enighttime 
minimum density of Jacchia ( 1971) f201 as a function of local solar time 
‘’^ncl latitude. The solar declination is respectively - 20^ , 0*^  and 4- 20^ .
results that are fairly comparable with experimental data. A 
collection o f such useful theoretical models have been 
analytically discussed by Blumm et at |219 1 in COSPAR 
International Reference Atmosphere or CIRA [2181. It can be 
shown from CIRA mtxiel that the electron density is 100 times 
that o f  ions and hence, the strattisphenc ozone
concentration guided by reaction o f depends primarily on 
the density o f , ions ( 196 1 .
4. JO Jacchia mode! :
Atmt>spheric models due to Jacchia |220 1 fall in the category o f 
semi- empirical model. Being based experimentally on satellite 
drag data and theoretically on diffusive equilibrium hypothesis, 
Jacchia’s model gives a number o f relations such as, latitudinal, 
altitudinal and seasonal variations o f density o f air.
For example , .semi-annual and altitudinal variation ot density 
o f air, as given by Jacchia-model is
log ( A (air density ) ) =^f{z) g (f),
./lc) = | 0.04 {z/100}~+ 0.05 J exp (~ 0.25 c/100 ),
and = 0.0284 4-0..^82| 1+ 0.467 sin ( 2 ^rr -f-4.14) j
sm (4 7 tt -1-4.26),
T =  (p  +  0 .9 5 4  1 { */2 4- »/2 s in  (  2  7T (p  6 . 0 4 ) } »  -  Vi 1,
(p  = (  / -  J a n l ) /  3 6 5 ,
where c = altitude in km, t = time o f the year concerned.
The latitudinal variation o f air density, as given by Jacchia 
model is,
log I A (air density) I = S.P. sin~ (p ,
5=0.014(c-91)exp {-0.0013 ( c -9 1 )- } ,
P  = sin {2  Tty/ 4 1.72 ), <p — latitude concerned , 
y/ = fraction o f year = (/- Janl) /365, t in days 
c = altitude m km.
Klostermcyer’s observation o f the fact that geomagnetic 
disturbance-caused gravity waves can cause an increase in 
temperature, agrees fairly well with satellite drag data o f Jacchia. 
Burlier et al. established the fact that there exists a definite north- 
.south asymmetry in the thermosphere which can also be found 
in Jacchia (1971) model I 218].
IR emissions respectively o f O at 63 km, o f O.^  at 9.6 km, o f 
CO., at 15 km play significant role in the heat budget o f 
mesosphere and lower thermosphere and therefore need to 
incorporated into the atmospheric models 1218].
4.11 M SlSHedin:
Purely experimental or empirical modelling is an act o f
representing directly physical parameters that are measured in
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situ by satellites. Purely empirical model sometimes lead to a 
semi-empirical mcxlel. As for an example, Hedin’s empirical OGO 
-  6 model gives a worldwide distribution o f temperature and 
concentration which was obtained with the help o f spherical 
harmonic analysis o f measured data. Similarly, ESRO-4 data due 
to von Zahn presents another empirical model.
4.12 MSIS-86 :
Thermospheric model due to Hedin [221] is the most widely 
used empirical model that includes the temperature, density and 
composition. Using similar data from Dynamics Explorer satellite, 
this model gives in addition to the normal physical parameters, 
the geomagnetic activity effect both in quiet and disturbed 
conditions and also the concentrations o f species like N, N., , 
O ,^ fie, H and Ar etc.
4.13 MSIS -  90 (Hedin ) [222 ]  :
It is another modified version o f MSIS-86(Hedin ) model.
4.14 CHIU model:
Later another empirical model was proposed by Chiu [223] and 
known as CHIU empirical model which gives the densities o f 
different component species o f ions within the terrestrial 
ionosphere.
4.15 SU M  6l FAIM :
More sophisticated semi-empirical mtxiel SLIM (semi-empirical 
low latitude ionospheric model ) was developed by Anderson 
et al [ 224 ] and this model was transformed into a much more 
effective semi-empirical model FAIM (Fully Analytic Ionospheric 
Model) by Anderson et al in 1989 [225]. Those semi-empirical 
models are based on the solution o f the time-dependent 
continuity equation which considers only the dominant ions 
and takes into account F  x B drifts and thermospheric winds. A 
successful application and a brief discussion o f FAIM have 
been made by Mukherjee and Carlo \ 169 ] .
4.16 C T IP M  (C ou p led  Therm ospheric Ionospheric  
Plasmasphere Model) :
This model is another useful model for application in cases o f 
steady decrease or increase o f atmospheric parameters including 
wind speed system mainly at high latitude sector [226].
4.17 TSM GCM  (Troposphere- Stratosphere Mesosphere 
General Circulation Model) :
It is a global climate model with an upper level below 90 km. The 
model comprises 34 levels with a resolution o f 3.5 km along the 
vertical height o f atmosphere. In this model, the primitive GCM 
equations are solved and tropospheric parameterizations from
ECHAM l are used. This model is very effective in producing a 
realistic stratospause-semiannual oscillation with westerly 
winds during the equinoxes without a gravity wave drag 
parameterization [227].
4.18 QPS m odel:
It is another useful model concerning ionospheric profile 
developed jointly by Dyson, Benelt , Baker and Lambert and 
used by Landeau et al to compare with a new model [228].
4.19 EVF model:
Landeau etal in their mcxlei include E-laycr, F-layer and joinino 
valley layer. The behaviour o f the E-layer is assumed to he 
determined as a function o f time. E-layer parameterization follows 
another model known in the name o f CCIR model [229]. HVf 
model has three free parameters and gives the time varying 
electron density in the lower ionosphere more accurately than 
OF model.
4.20 TDIM  model:
Unlike the other models that are very useful for only low latitude 
sector, this mtxlel, developed at Utah State University (US(i) 
and named as time-dependent ionospheric model or TDIM, has 
been proven to be very successful in the high latitude 
climatology. This is a numerical model which includes the physics 
o f high latitude sector where ionosphere is driven both h> 
magnetospheric and solar energy inputs |230].
4.21 SUPIM  : Sheffield University Plasmasphere Ionosphere 
M odel:
In this model, solutions o f time-dependent equations ot 
continuity are obtained on the basis o f consideration o f moments 
and energy balance for , He' ,^ N.,*^  0 2 *^ and NO^ ion and
electron cocentrations, field- aligned velocity and temperatures 
[231-233]
4.22TIEGCM .
National Center for Atmospheric Research o f USA developed 
thermosphere — ionosphere- electrodynamic general circulation 
model. It is a self- consistent set o f solutions o f the non-linear 
time dependent equations consisting o f momentum, continuity  ^
energy, hydrostatics and current density for the coupled 
thermosphere-ionosphere system along with the effects o f tidal 
waves in the lower atmosphere [234].
4.23 FL IP  m odel:
Field line Inter-hemispheric plasma model is another model useful 
for producing various ionospheric simulations as results. This 
model includes the photochemistry mainly o f the F-region of 
the ionosphere [235-237].
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Data
4.27 IJBAIM model:
The University o f Bern Atmospheric Ion 
Model is the first time dependent model o f 
Ion chemistry applicable to the mesophere 
and lower thermosphere. The basic ion 
chemistry o f UBAIM  contains 311 reactions 
for 71 charged species. Ionization sources 
arc X-rays, EU V radiation, resonant 
scattered Lyman a  and p  photons, and 
galactic cosmic rays. Densities o f main and 
trace neutral atmospheric constituents are 
taken from a new version o f the NCA model 
SCK^RAFES [2441.
Theoretical model ionosphere circuitry 
shows the six basic theoretical model types 
and corresponding data -requirement 
[245].
It IS noticable from the Table 4 that 
attempt tt> obtain ionospheric activities from 
theoretical model simulations is much more 
effective and realistic than attempt to obtain 
the same from purely empirical model 
simulation.Figure 19. Flowchart showing ih edetails of the conitructioin of Belikov model.
Table 4. Data requirement cum availability [245]4.24 M W M :
Using the  ^comprehensive ionospheric model (FLIP
model ) to deduce thermospheric winds , Miller et al [238] 
developed a semi-empirical model which is known as Meridional 
Wind M odel. This model is preferably applicable to mid-latitude 
ionosphere only because there is no provision for electric fields 
in this model. This model is based on the dependence o f the 
height o f the ionospheric F-region on the speed and direction 
of the meridional component o f the neutral wind.
4.25 IRI M ode l:
International Reference Ionosphere Model is developed using 
similar expressions as that o f Dudeney [239-241 ]. Various factors 
such as an extensive set o f empirical coefficients* minimum or 
valley between E and F  layers, h^F 2  and etc are included 
m this model.
4.26 Belikov model :
On the basis o f numerical solution o f the radiation transfer 
equation for a radially varying spherical atmosphere, Belikov 
developed a model which helped to resolve many interesting 
leatures related to multiple scattering o f solar radiation by 
terrestrial atmospheres [242,243]. The various constituent part 
'^ f this model is shown through a flow chart in Figure 19,
Nature of 
model
Parameters Bits of
information
required
Approximate 
number of bits of 
information 
available
Empirical O region (2) 10 ^ 6 0 0
E region (2) 10^ 1 X ity'
F, region (2) 1(F 1 X lO"^
Fj region (2) I(F 2  K X 10^
F, above peak (2) 1 0 " 9  X 10^
thermosphere 5 1 2 374
mesosphere 2 0 0 1 0 0
.solar flux 2 5 6 1 9 2
cross sections 1 0 2 4 7 6 8
Winds 2 5 6 1 9 2
Electric fields 5 1 2 .184
Reaction Rates 400 300
Particle fluxes 400 2 5 0
Magnetic field 2 5 6 2 5 6
5. Missions and campaign related to airglow observation
ribbleS]
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Table 5. Missions aiul campaign related to
Misson Name / (Technique involved )
Rcxrkel V -2  
Differential Doppler
V i k i n g  10  
Differential Dnpplei
Aerohee Hi 
Differential Doppler
AR(j(^ D - 4 
DiffcreiUial floppier
Satellite Transit 2A Differential Doppler
Satellite Vanguaid I 
Faraday Rotation
Satellite \9SH  delta II 
Satellite Seintillation 
(polaii/ation scintillation)
Satellites Sputnik3,
Explorer 7, Discoverer- 32 and 
Transit 2A
Satellite S-45 (Dopplei shift detection, 
Faraday rotation, dispersive- Doppler, 
differential Doppler)
Skylark rocket (Elcctu>nics aided 
spectrophotometry)
IJ S N S. Eltanin (Ship board spectro­
photometry)
Satellite 0 ( i0 4  (OPEP 
spectrophotometry, UV -photometry,
ISIS - II Satellite (photometry lonosondc)
ETS- II CiSS (Polarimctry lonosonde. 
VLF-phase locked receiving system)
Atmosphere Explorer D- satalitc
Chatanika Radar Program (Incoherent 
Scatter radar technique )
ESRO-4 Satellite (ion- spectrometry, 
auroral particle spccmimeiry )
UARS (HRDI) 
fX iO  6
(Spectrophotometry )
Black Brant VA (IR  spectrometry)
(I -»■ ID
Paiute-Tomahawk (IR Spectrometry)
airglow observatin
Description in short (purpose, place and result )
Ordinary air-prcssurc. density and temperature 
determination (from USA)
Almost similar as that of V-2
Determination of electron density profile, sporadic E 
parameter absence of valley bt‘twcen E and F regions and 
also othei atmospheiic parameters
Similar as that of Aerohee Hi (wallops island . Virginia)
Doppei shift offset at the time of weak irregularities in 
election density
Equivalent thickness. Geomagnetic latitudes and longitude 
of subionospheric points (Jordell Bank)
.Scintillation index, heights of different active region 
(Kjeller)
C'orrelation possibilities between scinlillalion of signals 
coming either from satellite or from Radio stars with 
spread F and sporadic E parameters were explored
Electron density measurement, (.'orrelation detection. 
Radio signal Scintillation (Durham, Weston)
Photometric investigation of the oxygen lines at 5577 A 
and 6300 A The sodium D-line and the continuum at 
5300 A in the night airglow (Wtximera. S Australia)
Zenith observation of latitudinal and seasonal variations 
of (31 5577 A , OH bands near 5803 A (NewYork)
Equatorial OI 6300 A and (31 1356 A airglow in relation 
with Ionospheric Geomagnetic Anomaly
Equatorial (31 6300 A red arcs over African and Asian 
Zones, during geomagnetic quiet and disturbed conditions. 
ESF bubble.
Influence of the great solar flare of 24 April 1084 on the 
ionospheric TEC and consequences (X in- Xiaiis,
( ’hong quing )
N(3y (DO) band RS distribution and its inversion to 
generate meridional distribution of NO conccntialion
Integrated Hall and Pedersen conductivities, currents , 
Joule heating, effective D and E region recombination 
coefficients and information about total energy e tc .
Helium bulge. Argon bulge, ratio n(0)/ n (N^) and its 
relation with plasma density, spatial structure of storm 
effects. Heating of neutral atmosphere during geomagnetic 
disturbances (ESO(’)
High Resolution Doppler Imaging of atmospheric band 
nightglow and related features
5577 A airglow  photom etric data set and associated  
fe a tu re s .
Long wave IR spectral measurement in Aurora Altitude 
profiles of 9.6pm (O,) and 15 pm (CO^) emis.sions , 
measurements of SWIR emissions from auroral are.
Aurorally enhanced 4.3pm (COj), and 5.3 pm (NO) 
emissions.
Year and persons involved
(1946 -1947) Reported by 
J.C Seddon [2461
(19.59) , Reported by J.C Seddon cf nl 
I246J
( 1 9 5 6  and 1 9 5 9 )  , Jackson et a! |246l
(1961) , Jackson e t a  I [ 2 4 0  \ 
(I96 0 ) , Mendonka [2461 
(1960) Roger |247]
(I96 0 ) Frihagen [248]
(1961. 1962) Liszka (249]
(1958 on wards) Dieter 1250]
(1965 - 1967) Greer and Best (281
(1962) Davis and Smith [190] 
(1967) . ('handia e t  a l [170]
(1972 -1976) Bhutnagai e t  a t [2511
(1984 - 1986) Jian Min e t  til [252]
(1986) (Jerard e t a l  [253]
(1971) . Wickwar [254J
(1972- 1974) , vonZahn 1255]
(1994), Biirrage e t a l  [272]
1969. T M  Donahue [2561
1973 Stair(Jr) e t a l  
[257]
1973 Stair(Jr.) e t a l  
[257
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Table 5. ( r o n u i . )
Black BranlVA (III «& IV)
(IR spectromelry)
N.ke Javehn
SPIRIT i Expt. (Spectral
IK inierfcrometry)
v;.v4 Satellite (Speetjo photometry)
S-310 20 (locket liquid N, cooled Ge 
sensor radiomctry)
ATEAS - I Space Shuttle (Atmospheric 
Emission, Photometric Imaging device)
STS 3‘) Satellite (UV limb imaging expt., 
RiV Spectrometer)
AIDA AC'T ‘SO Campaign (MORTI)
Black Brant X II Sounding Rocket 
(BHARS)
NASA ('RRES Satellite (Chemical Release
Piograrnme)
NASA DC-8 Airborne lab (All sky video
imaging)
SPIRIl (IR spectrometry)
t'hallcngci Space lab2 (IRT)
\(T IV N Y - Satellite (low light level 
imageis dc Spectrograph)
C'lKRlS lA Space shultle Experiment 
(1R Spectrometry)
SONUA III rocket borne . M ULTIFOT 92 
payload (Airglow photometry)
Akebono satellite VLF instruments
San Marco 5 satellite Ion density &  
clfcinc field measuring instrumentation)
1 RONT Campaign (Radio and optical All 
'iky Imaging devices)
Background for auroral case. Auroral IR emission profile. 1974
ARGOS (HIRAAS)
Meteo rs  sounding Rix;ket project 
^Airglow photometry)
Background for auroral cases
Spectra of emission (Limb ladiance profile)
1974
lOOO. Adler Golden ci a l  (2.^8j 
1992, Hastes c t a l  [259JNO, 6 , Y band emissions, O, emissions, Hcivbcig I, II 
and III, Nj LBH emissions.
Altitude distribution ol 1.27 pm mghlglow observation 1992. Yamamott) vt a l  (26()]
Imaging Earth's night airglow emission in the O,. 
Atmospheric |O.OJ band!  ^at 702 0 nm which eventually 
absorbs all the Barlh rcnctjfctctl e m i s s i o n s  Ciravity w a v e s '
signatures aic al.so dciccUfd
#■
H, O. N, and dayglowWmissions’ observations
The Huciuations in atmos|)hciic 0 ,(b  ‘S *^) nightglow 
emissions induced respectively by giaviiy waves, 
evanescent waves and acoustic waves, aie analysed
EIJV emissions of atomic oxygen , molecular nitrogen 
dayglow features etc (Wallop Island. Virginia)
Emissions from spherically expanding neutral gas shells, 
released near perigee and below solai terminator were 
observed.
Observations of upper atmospheric optical flashes and 
consequences (American Midwest).
Comparison between non- LTE radiative transfer 
calculation and 4 3 pm Earth limb radiance data
IR consequences of excitation of low lying vibrational 
levels of by O ( P ) and implications
Optical diagnostics in the visible and NIR detection of 
emission from satellite releases were examined
Absolute NO(i’ ^ J. J , O ) column density dciived from 
high resolution Earth limb IK spectra Production 
mechanism of subthermal NO spin oibil distribution tested
Height profiles of airglow emissions Herzberg-band 
system, OI 557 7 nm NaD 589 3nm, 6 l 630 O nm OH 
(8,3) band K branch at 724.0 nm . O, Atmospheric (0 ,0 )  
band at 762 nm, sky backgiound al 578 nm and 710nm , 
Sodium Lidar incasuied atomic sodium
Global electron density in the plasmaspheic determined 
and found to be L value dependent. Determination of 
relative concentrations of H*, He  ^ and O"*^  the reference 
altitude etc
Correlation of airglow bubbles with ion den.sity depletion, 
and of additional airglow bubbles w'ith enhanced AC 
electric field fluctuations
Travelling Ionospheric Disturbances (TID) in the f)I 
630 nm nightglow images over Japan and its structure s 
location in the mid-latitude lower F-Iayer were detected by 
the use of multipoint imaging network system
Electron density determination by inversion of UV limb 
scans for a comparison with ionosonde data. A fair 
agreement was noticed.
Simultaneous measurements' of A ) Z  )  airglow
volume emission rate to derive ozone density profile 
in the daytime mesosphere. ___________________ _
(1 994) Mende er a l .
1262-2651
(1991-1994) Budzieii e/ a l  |266J
(1993) Hickey e/ a l  I267J
(1988 - 1993) Colton ct a  I (26K] 
(1990-1994) Woscotl c t a l  1269)
(1003) Sentman ct a l  (270J
(1994) . Ncbel c r  a l  [ 2 1  \ ]
( l994),Maycroll c t a l  |273J 
(1092) Wescott ct a l  (274J 
(1994) Lipson ct a! 12611
(1992-1995) Takahashi c t a! 129-30]
(1775- 1997) Kimura ct a! fl72J
(1988 - 1997) Jahn c t a l  [ 2 1 5 ]  
(1998-2000) Kubota c t a l  (276J
(1999-2001) Dymond e t a l  [38] 
(2001 ) Miynczak c t a t  [ 2 1 1 ]
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6. New ly discovered airglow  lines’ features, newly proposed  
excitation mechanism and newly determ ined constants and  
coefficients.
Some of the relatively recently discovered airglow lines’ features, 
newly proposed excitation mechanisms and newly determined 
constants and coefficients are described below :
6.J O (^D) rate constants and their temperature dependence:
Streit et al [1041 gave absolute rate constants and their 
temperature-dependence for the deactivation o f OOD) by five 
atmospheric gases O ,^ N^, CO^, and H^O. Photolysis o f 0-, 
at 266 nm f 104] produces O ('/^), which in the transition 0 ( 'D ) 
“ > O(V^) gives 630 nm radiation. Gases O^, and CO^ .the 
quenchers o f 0 (* 0 ) are found to have a small negative 
temperature-dependence. Arrhenius expressions for the 
reactions measured and given by Streit et al \ 104J are (T= 104 
-  354K) 0.29 exp (134/RT), N, (T  = 104 -354k) 0.20 exp(214/RT), 
CO,(T = 139 -200 K) 1.2 and*(T= 200-354K) 0.68 exp(233/RT). 
The rate constants for and H 2O are 2.4 x 10^^ and 2.3 x 10 
*®cm V molecule, and over the ranges o f 103-393K and 253 - 353 
K , respectively.
6.2 New values o f rate constants and branching ratio fo r  N f  
+ O reaction :
The branching ratio and the rate constant for the reaction + 
O were remeasured by Knutsen et al [278]. The resulting rate 
constant was found to be equal to 1.8(± 0.7) x 10'*^  ^cm^ s‘  ^and 
branching ratio o f = 90( ± 3): 10( ± 3) were found to be
in good agreement with earlier measurements.
6.3 New value o f  Einstein !s coefficient fo r  spontaneous emission
o f  the 0^ ( a ' state :
For the transition 02( ^   ^ - a  ^A at 1.2 ^m, Einstein
coefficient A for spontaneous emission o f radiation has been 
found by Mlynczak et al [279] to be equal to 1.47 x lO""* s'*. The 
conventionally used value has been 2.58 x 10'  ^ s *. The new 
value of/4 coefficient implies that ozone concentrations, inferred 
from O2 ( a ^  ^^) emission, must increase significantly in existing 
data bases [ 279].
6.4 Revised cro.ss-sections o f  0 “^ 834 A dayglow:
Assessment o f 0(^P) photoionization, N 2 photoabsorplion 
crosssections, oscillator strength and transition probabilities 
on O il 834 A  airglow emissions were made by Link etal [280]. 
The 834 A  intensities computed using the new parameters as 
mentioned above, agrees fairly well with rocket data. In 
contradicton to data that were used earlier, there new data indicate 
that besides being unique, and h^F^ can vary by factors 
2 and 50 km, respectively.
6.5 Carroll- Yoshino hand problem :
Terrestrial airglow  emissions near 958 A  and 980 A 
corresponding to N., Carroll- Yoshino  ^2   ^S  (O, Oj
I(OP) and (O, 1) Rydberg bands are found to be weaker than 
these inferred from c \ (O ) excitation rate . For resolving this 
problem, Stevens et al [281] developed and discussed then 
resonant fluorescent scattering model for CY{0,0) and {OJ)
6.6 New finding about O ! 844.6 nm emission mechanism .
Experimentally obtained twilight decay curves for thermospheiiL 
0 1  844.6 nm emission was also represented by the field line 
interhcmispheric plasma model. This model assumes nnl\ 
photoelectron-impact-excitation to be the only [282] production 
mechanism with a crosssection appropriate to an optically thm 
atmosphere. The model calculations were found to agree wnh 
the experimentally obtained results.
6.7 New quenching value o f  0 ( 'D )  :
New value o f rate coefficient for quenching o f 0(^D) by 0( 
was found out [283] as a function o f temperature, which does 
not agree with the usually considered value.
6.8 Self absorption theory :
A self-absorption model using Holstein transmission function 
was developed [284] and applied successfully to IJV t'luorcsceii! 
NO (7/. )^ 7  - band emission.
6.9 New inference about Na nightglow excitation :
The potential energy surfaces o f NaO+O reactionlead to excited 
Na* (2P) atoms which involve doublet rather than quartet spin 
configurations and have the branching ratio/- 2/3 for the excited 
state o f NaO [285].
6.10 On the analysis o f  geophysical data fo r  an unknown 
constant :
Uncritical use o f least square method o f analysis o f geophysical 
data is inappropriate and must be supplemented 1286] with an 
error analysis. This fact has been exemplified with - O collision 
cross-section.
6.11 Inference about quenching rates fo r  O, Herzberg 1 bands.
In agreement with the laboratory measurements, the values of 
quenching rates for O 2 Herzberg I band , O2 Atmospheric band 
(O, O ) and the green line have been newly found and is greatei 
than 1 X 10'**, the value usually considered [187].
6.12 Measurerment o f  rate constant fo r  quenching CO, 
atomic oxygen at low temperature :
Laboratory measurement o f the rate constant for q u e n c h in g  
CO2 (07 ^O) state during collisions o f CO j molecules with 0
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itoms at temperatue range of 206-358 K has been made. The use 
of these new values of rate constant significantly decreased the 
rjtc of cooling by CO^ 15 im emission in the terrestrial lower 
thermosphere as compared to the previously obtained rate j287].
7 Eltect of different physical factors on airglow emissions
Classification o f  fa c to r s  that a ffect a ir g lo w  em iss ion s  :
The factors that the terrestrial airglow emissions depend on, 
may be broadly classified into four types ;
(i) Purely of solar origin 
(li) Lunar effects
(iii) Effects of other cosmic bodies ^
(iv) Terrestrial atmospheric features.
7. / Purely solar effect:
Solar activities are the main sources o f terrestrial ionosospheric 
features and have already been discussed in Sections 2.2 and 
2 3 Study of correlations of tenestrial airglow and asstKiated 
phenomen a with specific solar parameters started relatively 
Inter and has gathered momentum in recent past. Sahai ei al 
|2S8) have shown that OI 630.0 nm low-latitude nighlglow 
intensity is very strongly correlated with 10.7 cm solar flux and 
sunspot number. The correlations arc generally found to be 
almost seven times in high solar activity period than in low solar 
activity period . Midya et al |289| have shown that Na 5893 A 
nighlglow intensity showed an oscillatory variation with solar 
Hare number, relative sunspot number and variable component 
ol 10 7 cm solar flux both in peak phase of 20th solar cycle al Mt. 
Abu and in non-peak phase of 21st solar cycle at Kolkata. They 
interpreted this variation in terms of similar variation of ozone 
as ozone’s concentration is a major factor on which atmospheric 
sodium concentration and associated emission intensity depend. 
Terez and Terez [290] have established that the variation of global 
total ozone content is mostly the result o f 10.7 cm. solar flux 
variation (291 J. Labitzke and Loon [291] have established that 
the statistical correlation between ozone concentration and 10.7 
solar flux is highest between 5” and 30® latitude and the 
geopotential heights in ozone layer has a good correlation with 
II year sunspot cycle. Clemensha et al [292] analysed the 
atmospheric sodium measurements and concluded that the 
centroid height of the sodium layer shows its covariation with 
10 year (?) solar cycle related oscillations. A good correlation of 
lOH) (8,3) band rotational temperature with 10.7 cm. solar flux 
hits been obtained by Sahai et al [293]. Midya et al [210] obtained 
itn oscillatory mode of variation in 5893 A nighlglow intensity 
plotted against solar flare index given by Sawyer. Silbergeit 
1294] found a correlation between the geomagnetic storm and 
'^ olar cycle length. Kolomittsev et al [295] studies theoretically 
dependence of F-region electron density profile on solar
activity expressed in terms of 10.7 cm. solar flux. Adler et al
[296] established the fact that along with 10.7 cm .solar flux and
sunspot number, solar cycle length (SCL) is also a good indicator 
of long term changes in solar HUV radiations that affect strongly 
the terrestrial ionosphere, particularly the lEC. Midya and Midya 
1196] studied the correlation ol monthly mean values of 1/F and 
fo^ 2  three solar parameters, solar flare number,
sunspot number and 10.7 cm solar flux. They studies the 
dependence of 5577 A airglow intensity on solar parameters 
and found some useful regression equations. vSmith and King
[297] described in detail the long term relationships of sunspots 
and solar faculae with different ionospheric parameters. 
Correlation between concentration and solar flare index 
(Sawyer) has been found to be poor. Midya et al [298] found 
oscillatory modes of variations of 5577 A line airglow intensity 
with each of sunspot number and 10.7 cm. solar flux both in 
peak phase (of 20th solar cycle at Mt. Abu) and in non-peak 
phase (of 21st solar cycle at Kolkata). Mikhailov et al (299| 
studied the dependence o f post-midnight winter 
enhancements on solar activity. Borovsky et al |300| explored 
the correlation between the amplitude of the MHD turbulence 
in the upstream solar wind and the amplitude of the Earth’s 
geomagnetic activity indices. From fluid flow experiment, the 
terbulence effect is interpreted as an enhanced viscous coupling 
of the solar wind flow to the Earth's magnetosphere caused by 
an eddy viscosity that is controlled by the amplitude of MHl) 
turbulence.
7.2 Purely lunar effects :
Lunar effects on Terrestrial airglow phenomena may broadly be 
classified into three types ; (a) Effect of background moon light, 
(b) L-variation and tidal effect (c) Effect of terrestrial magnetotail 
and reversal o f electric field and related F x B drift. OI 6300 A 
nighlglow emission has been found to be affected by Motin's 
age less than 7 days or more than 23 days for D > 50® 13011. 
Approximately, 1% of the incident light gets reflected from lunar 
surface; an appreciable amount of lunar thermal emission comes 
out of it [302-303}. Lunar radiations undergo short-period lading 
due to .scintillation proportional to lunar libration and also long- 
period fading which is presumed to be caused by ionospheric 
irregularities associated with absorption, Doppler effect and 
Faraday effect within the atmosphere [304]. Lunar tidal variation 
of magnetic field (L-Variation ) is high at the Newmoon phase at 
equinox and summer solstice. The electric current responsible 
for L-variation on the sunlit side of the Earth have intensity 
usually one tenth of that for 5^ , [22,24]. Inspite o f being weaker 
relative to the solar tidal effect, the lunar tidal effect is more 
readily determined and has been observed in D, E, Fj and F2 
regions of the ionosphere [20]. Lunar tides leave signature in 
the mesopause region of upper atmosphere which is revealed 
by the characteristics o f the variation o f atmospheric emission 
with Moon’s age [234] . The Earth on its night-side, has a
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magnetic field extended beyond the lunar orbit and may therefore, 
interact with the lunar magnetic field 1305J . The strong local- 
time-dependcnce o f 0 ( ’S) airglow emission at the geographic 
equator is presumed to be the result o f tidal effect [ 189 J. In the 
local solar time domain, the volume emission rate o f oxygen and 
hydroxyl band airglow and their peak-height at the equator, 
undergo large tidal perturbation (44J. Fesen [234] has shown 
through TIEGCM simulation that F-, peak electron density 
depends partially on the vertically propagating tide [234].
7.3 Effect.% o f  other cosmic bodies :
Meteoritic effects :
Analysis o f IR airglow data obtained from on board USA FISTA 
aircraft indicates a small yet significant enhancement in OH 
airglow emission during the peak o f the storm related to Leonid 
1999 meteror shower [306] although no such influence on Na D 
airglow emissions was observed during the same meteor storm 
[307].
7.4 Terrestrial atmospheric features which the terrestrial 
airglow emissions depends on are mainly the following :
Gravity wave effects :
Mercier [ 308 ] reports some suitistical results o f observation on 
gravity waves within the ionosphere. This observation was made 
with the help o f ground based radio inter- ferometers. Tai assick 
and Hines [309] explored the influence o f gravity waves on 
airglow emissions elucidating the observable effects o f such 
waves. Methods o f distinguishing between evanescent waves 
and internal gravity wave modes and o f determination o f vertical 
wavelength were proposed by Tarassic et al Isler et al |310] 
obtained a closed-form solution for the integrated airglow 
response to linear gravity wave where all the higher order 
nonlinear response terms are retained. Wave-induced airglow 
fluctuations were shown to be much greater than the 
corresponding density fluctuations for major atomic species. 
Sobral et al [33] reported winter-time photometric perturbation 
o f the nocturnal F-region atomic oxygen 630 nm red line intensity 
on southern hemisphere which they observed to be concurrent 
with apparent ionogram signatures o f F-region gravity waves . 
Gravity waves act as a source o f perturbation for initiating plasma 
bubble events during the month when the ambient ionospheric 
conditions provide favourable chances for growth o f instability. 
Hines [311] proved a fundamental theorem o f  airglow  
fluctuations that are induced by gravity waves and also showed 
that gravity wave-induced airglow fluctuations do not depend 
on the minor species involved in the photochemistry o f the 
corresponding emission process, Wang et al {312] generalized 
Hines-Tarassick*s theory o f  gravity waves induced aifglow 
fluctuations and compare their results o f  analysis with observed
variations. Five years o f photometric data o f the 630 nm oxygen 
airglow emissions over Davis, Antarctica, have been searched 
by Innis et al [313] for obtaining evidence o f periodic oscillations 
due to atmospheric gravity waves. Hetch et al [314] analys^ tj 
the instability features in airglow caused by atmospheric gravity 
waves and found that if same is characterized by the alignicnt m 
a direction perpendicular to the atmospheric gravity wave (/\G\Vj 
wavefronts. Observation made with the help o f multicomponent 
instrument confirms the fact that such features are caused b\ 
convective instability.
Yao |315| established a two dimensional time-dependen; 
nonlinear photochemical dynamical coupling gravitaiionjj 
waves model and he solved it using FICE method. Results nf 
simulation from this model show that the gravity wn\t 
propagation can induce large change o f the mean profiles (^t 
oxygen compound and hydrogen compound in the mesopauso 
region.
Geomagnetic effects:
Numerical simulation o f Monte Carlo (M C) solution o f nonhneai 
Bolizman equation for chemically produced hot oxygen atoms 
IS found to give number density and temperature o f nonthernut: 
oxygen atoms at equatorial latitudes which fairly agree with ilk 
observed results under the condition o f low solai inid 
geom agnetic activ ities |316,251]. The thermosphciu 
temperatures obtained from Doppler broadening o f OI 6 3 0  nm 
emissions and the mesospheric rotational temperatures obtained 
from OH (9,4) and 0-, A (0 ,1) band emissions during the recovery 
phase o f geomagnetic storms were found to be lower than thi' 
corresponding values in the quiet geomagnetic conditions 
respectively [317]. Field and Rishbeth [318] express the disturbed 
to quiet ratio o f in terms o f mean (DC) and local time (AC i
variations for over 20 years’ data from each o f 53 stations between 
70*’ N and SO** S and they found some important implications 
including a long term effect. They interpreted their results m 
terms o f change o f composition o f p2-layer due to storms . Saha 
1319] describes enhancement in the equatorial peak atomic oxygen 
density in the lower thermosphere and also the rise in OH (7-2! 
nightglow intensity following a geomagnetic substorm although 
no such enhancement o f O I 6300 A  could be observed as 
compared to OI 5577 A  intensity rise. He interpreted i 
observational results on the basis o f the concept that extra 
ionospheric current increases the recombination rate. Regular 
all sky imaging observations o f the F-region nightglow emission 
and mesospheric band emission during geomagnetic storm o* 
February 12,2000 show that both OI 6300 A airglow emissions 
and band emissions are enhanced along with several small .scale 
intensity depletional structures which, as Sahai et al |320j 
suggest , might be caused by nonlinear interactions between 
TID  and enhanced ionospheric anomaly.
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Effects of lightning:
Boeck et a l  [ 3 2 1 ]  described a transient luminosity observed at 
the height o f airglow layer (-95 km) in coincidence with a 
lightning flash that took place directly beneath the layer in a 
tropical oceanic thunderstorm. Providing a new evidence o f 
coupling between lightning and ionospheric events , this 
luminous event in the ionosphere was the only kind o f its own 
obseived during an examination o f several thousand images o f 
lightning records under suitable viewing conditions with space 
shuttle cameras.
E jfcct o f  e a r t h q u a k e  :  \
Seismic activity produces region heating and thereby leaving  ^
signature of earthquake phenomena in the 5577 A  , 6 3 0 0  A and ' 
OH airglow emissions [ 3 2 2 - 3 2 4 J .  Seismogravity oscillations are 
enhanced before and at the time o f earthquake and those 
o sc illa tio n s affect the atmosphere imm ediately before 
caithquake. Internal gravity waves are generated and their group 
velocities have vertical components that may hit the ionosphere.
A strong seismic radio emission may induce disturbance in the 
T-region aeronomical structures.
hiHi -LTE contribution .•
Excess of atomic oxygen UV dayglow emissions which could 
not be obtained from standard thermosphere model calculations 
Bi exospheric altitudes, have been explained in terms o f break 
down of the relative transfer model due to nonlocal thermal 
equilibrium above the exobase and a hot atomic oxygen 
gcocorona [325].
Thermosphere-ionosphere coupling :
Measurements o f line shape o f O I 630 nm and 557.7 nm 
emissions were used to obtain velocities o f neutral atomic 
pecies and ion velocities in the E  and F  regions. Frictional 
leating obtained therefrom was interpreted as a result o f 
ynamical coupling between ionosphere and thermosphere 
P22J.
. Newly indentified airglow related features
S / L ig h t  P o l l u t i o n  :
'^•ght pollution’ , relatively newer discovery an interesting 
feature with nightsky brightness, is a term given to the 
henomenon o f emissions from the sky in excess o f natural 
I' g^htglow. This phenomenon has been observed in several 
etropoliton cities and in their surroundings throughout the 
>^ 'orlcl, where artificial light, scattered and reflected by the lower 
[cgion of the atmosphere exceeds a certain limit so as to share a 
'^gnificant portion o f nightsky>emissions observed there. Light 
dilution, from the viewpoint o f its origin, depends quantitatively 
probable factors ;
(a) Number and intensity o f artificially produced light 
and
(b) Light reflecting air-pollutants.
Cinzano [327] studied the growth o f light pollution in 
northern Italy for a period between 1960 and 1995 (35 years) and 
concluded that the mean annual increase in nightglow  
brightness was found to be 10% per year. Yet, as the airglc^w 
phenomena depend on the solar activity and as the light 
pollution is measured along with the airglow intensity, the actual 
increase in light pollution remains unrcsolvable during the solar 
minimum or solar maximum. Xiao-Jun et al [328] too studied the 
light pollution at Xinglong station and have inferred that the 
light pollution is not yet significant there.
8.2 Sprites :
Sprites’ images were recorded by Nielsen et al [329] at 1 ms 
resolution and these images revealed several new sprite 
properties. Sprites appear to occur in a highly structured 
mesosphere and Nielsen et al suggested that the origin o f si>me 
o f those sprite structures are the sprites’ activity themselves 
Sprites can be large with hi>ri7.ontal widths o f more than 40 km, 
and they can extend from the clouds upto the lower ionosphere 
affecting a large volume o f the atmosphere. Bell et al [330J 
mentioned that large quasi-electrostatic (QE) fields above 
thunderclouds produce an upward travelling beam o f 1 M ev 
runaway electrons which may contribute to the production o f 
optical emissions above thunderclouds called red sprites.
8.3. Radiation belt-particle contamination :
During the daytime flight o f rocket skylark 12 upto an apogee o f 
830 km. over Natal (Brazil) specific non-electromagnetic 
contaminations o f the concentrates in the detectors o f EUV 
absorption cell spectrometers carried on board rocket skylark 
12 were registered in addition to He I / Hell and O II emissions. 
Those were shown [3311 to be caused by the particle-induced 
events associated probably with one or both o f middle-energetic 
electrons and protons.
8.4 Disturbance o f  airglow measurements:
Spots in the Earth’s upper atmosphere have been detected from 
which [332] airglow emissions are found to come with decreased 
intensity. It is shown that for observations from above a 
deposition rate o f 1 kg/ sec. o f gas approximately along the flux- 
direction, is sufficient to produce a substantial decrease o f  
intensity in a spoti- 50 km in diameter and those gas mass may 
be discharged from a space vehicle or the evaporated substance 
o f a mini-comet. Three chemical groups o f primary ‘silicate’ 
spheres, each less than 30Im in diameter, o f cometary origin 
were collected in the lower stratosphere [333].
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8,5 Artificial satellite - space-vehicle -f^low and laboratory 
modelling :
A glow around exposed surfaces o f the space-shuttle facing 
the direction o f orbital motion was first observed in 1983. The 
extension o f this shuttle-glow was approximately 10  cm from the 
surface o f the shuttle and was found to be maximum at (he 
wavelength o f 6800 A. This, with a resolution o f about 350 A, 
formed a continuum. The most probable cause o f such glow 
was found to be rect^mbination [334] o f fast oxygen atoms in the 
upper atmosphere with NO absorbed on the shuttle’s surface. 
This forms excited NO^ which radiates light as it desorbs. On 
the shuttle mission STS-39, four gases NO, CO.,, Xe and Nc 
were relea.sed for a plasma experiment. Unintentionally, so much 
gas was scattered on the surface o f the shuttle-tail that when 
NO was released, a much more intense glow was observed. 
Under normal conditions the absorbed NO that causes the glow 
probably comes either from the surrounding or from the reactions 
that took' place in the exhaust gas.
The N., LBH band is the only N., band system which has 
been identified in space-craft glow and is thciught to be produced 
by recombination o f N(4.v) atoms on the spacecraft surface [335J 
. The absence o f other bands is attributed to the higher kinetic 
energy in case o f the spacecraft. Surface-mediated O + NO 
recombination, a key reaction in spacecraft-glow  was 
investigated in the laboratory and the results obtained therefrom 
was used to provide a re-evaluation o f Atmosphere Explorer 
glow 1336]. A  fast oxygen atom source was used to investigate 
the glow phenomena in the laboratory [337]. The hypothesized 
mechanism o f recombination o f O with surface-bound NO was 
verified positively. Spacecraft glow has also been observed in 
far ultraviolet region [338].
8.6 Space-shuttle-induced optical contamination :
The data obtained from C IRRIS  lA  interferometric and 
radiometric experiments during the flight o f STS-39 implies that 
water outgassed from the shuttle is highly excited by collisions 
with atmospheric O classifying it as a type o f shuttle-induced 
glow [339]. Similar reporting about the optical contamination o f 
natural airglow with shuttle-induced cloud glow has been made 
by other workers too [340]. An infrared contaminant model (IR 
model) had been developed by Zhou et al [341] for studying 
shuttle-induced excitation o f and emission from water molecules 
outgassed from space shuttle. This mode! has been utilised in 
explaining various shuttle-induced glow-contamination features 
obtained from a large number o f other missions. Kurskov eta l 
[342] have shown that the calculations o f efficiency o f various 
mechanisms for the luminescence o f the gaseous components 
o f the intrinsic atmosphere o f a spacecraft in IR band agree 
fairly well with the experimental result.
8.7 Travelling ionospheric disturbances :
Propagation o f  a medium scale travelling lonosphen 
disturbance in the OI 6300 nm nightglow imaging was oKserve 
in a campaign experiment with five all sky imagers that 
used for F-region radio and optical measurement, i}, 
disturbance was observed to travel 2500 km a night in the ric, 
moon period [276]
8.8 SNE or South to North propagating events :
Sobral et al [33] reports that there exists a feature ot man; 
importance in case o f airglow perturbations and that is travdlin; 
o f airglow valleys or minima from South towards North The^ 
suggest that this South to North propagations o f airglow mmm); 
are caused partially by the gravity wave modulation of angk,., 
intensity. It is also mentioned that [321J travelling atmosphciK 
di.sturbances may contribute to an early onset o f the low-latiiudt 
perturbation. Thus, the delay between the disturbance pal 
and the associated effect on the atmosphere in an equaiunj 
station, may cause the absence o f OI 6,300 A  peak as nbsciva 
usually IS.
8.9. V ertica l p ropa ga tion  o f  a tm ospheric \va\c\ f 
disturbances:
Observations regarding the wavelength o f atmosphcn, 
oscillation using Doppler shifts o f OI 557 nm and OH ( 6 
W INDII experiment indicate changes in atmospheric sU licium 
at the peak height o f those emissions. This favt^urs the presciiu 
o f long vertical wave mode near austral autumn equinox 1 U' 
Simultaneous measurements o f large vertical winds in the uppe 
and lower thermosphere using a scanning F-P spectroinetci vuit 
made by Price et al [344] which showed the existence ut ji 
upwelling region with large horizontal scale.
8.10 SSL o r sudden sodium layers :
Inspite o f having sufficient knowledge o f excitations and lai? 
coefficients for loss processes o f sodium for about a dcca 
circumstances responsible for the sporadic occurrence ot nam w 
intense layers o f Na are not well understood. Driven by dynamical 
processes, ion-ion recombination between coincident layers 
Na"  ^and ions formed by e -f- reaction or a mixing between 
atomic oxygen layer and the layer o f sodium makes the forinatioii 
o f SSL or (sudden sodium layers) possible 1345] .
8.11 Features o f  ionospheric plasma depletion o r IPD
In an experiment with the help o f all sky optical imaging 
operated from Sriharikota rocket range, ionospheric plasma 
depletion was determined by means 630 nm and 777nm night^ '^^ '' 
emission observations. Estimation o f a number of 
depletion parameters, such as degree o f depletion, east 
extent, tilt with respect to the geomagnetic field interdeple^ '^ '^’ 
di.stance, drift velocity and plasma enhancements or brigli^ '^ ’^’' 
patterns were also made j 346].
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p. of airglow phenomena
} / Atomic oxygen profiles at midlatitude and equator derived 
^rovi airglow absentation :
n  ransition o f lower thermospheric atomic oxygen in the Springs 
Jias been searched with the help o f long-term mid latitude airglow 
data and its statistical regression analysis . It has been inferred 
Ihcrcfiom that rapid intensity changes do occur m other seasons 
o^o |347 j . The volume emission rate was obtained from rocket 
Dbservations o f 0 1  5577 A night a irglow  in the lower 
hermosphere at eciuatorial stations [348| and its large variability 
paused by the dynamical control o f the atmomic oxygen was  ^
iletected. Atomic oxygen density profiles were deduced 
om airglow data and were compared with available experimental 
data.f
9.2 Recovering ionization frequency and oxygen atom density 
yi'ith the help o f  airglow data :
Using a synthetic data set and an inversion algorithm on a 
pimple photochemical model involving O ”^ transition,
possibility o f  obtaining inform ations about the 
jthcrrnospheric atomic oxygen density had been explored (3441. 
;The imattenuated C y fp ) ionization frequency was also obtained 
Jby inverting twilight observation o f — ^ P) 732 nm airglow
^mission data [349].
s'
Analysis o f vibrational states o f  oxygen Herzberg ! system 
mghlglow :
i
lUV nightglow'between 2670 And 3040 A  was observed frtMn 
^Vhitcsand missile range and was speculated from a synthetic 
^pectra-data set o f 41 spectral scans o f the nightglow with the 
irighiest feature given by O., (4-^  f  Herzberg 1
ystem . The distribution o f vibrational states observed 
iheicfrnrn, indicates that the vibrational levels were depleted 
nd magnitude o f vibrational shift much less than was predicted 
leoretically [350j.
 ^4 Atomic oxygen concentration from  airglow data :
p he atomic oxygen profiles were obtained from emissions from 
ptomic oxygen and were used to test the photochemical 
tiechanisms usually considerd for explaining the different
Emissions in the scenario o f atomic oxygen recombination. The drived concentration data were compared with the 
pneentrations actually observed in the same campaign [351].
 ^3 UV airglow and the knowledge o f  upper atmospheric 
Conditions :
h^e fact that the Earth’s UV airglow contains fundamental 
‘‘^gnostic information about the state o f upper atmosphere and 
^mosphere has been review ed on the basis o f U V  
henomenology within Earth’s atmosphere. Concepts o f various 
l^ '^itation mechanisms o f atomic and molecular energy states
are developed and discussed from the first principle and applied 
to selected examples o f day and night airglow akmgwith, a 
detailed review o f radiation transport theory. A comprehensive 
examination o f the cunent status o f knowledge o f the individual 
emission features seen in the airglow, alongwith their relationship 
to atomic physical theories relevant to atmospheric observations 
have been discussed. The use o f airglow features as remote 
sensing observables has also been examined so that 
diagnostically useful species can be selected for collecting 
information about the state o f thermosphere and ionosphere 
13521.
9.6 Procedure fo r  extraction o f  precise airglow  data in 
presence o f strong background radiation :
Realizing the importance o f ground -based measurement o f 
terrestrial airglow for many applications in the field o f aerontimy, 
a procedure for extracting automatically even very weak airglow 
emissions in the presence o f strong background radiation has 
been described 1353|.
9.7 Ozone data from  airglow observation :
Simultaneous measurements o f the ) and ( ‘ X ) airglow
volume emission rates were made in the daytime mesospheres 
and were used to derive ozone concentration separately from 
each airglow . The derived ozone profiles were found to be in 
fair agreement with the measured values within the measurement 
uncertainties |277|. There are several other reports the use o f 
airglow data about the different states o f the mesosphere and 
the ionosphere [ 354,35,31 j.
9.8 Electron density determination:
The inversion o f electron density from Total Electron 
Contcnt(THC) measurement o f Global Positioning System (GPS) 
radio occultaiion was investigated by means o f simulated data 
from IRI-2001 and observations by the GPS/MET satellite 
experiment [355J.
10. Non-terrestrial solar planetary aeronomy : facts and 
speculations
10.1 M ercury:
Having rlatively smaller gravitational mass and relatively much 
higher incident radiation temperature, the planet mercury 
possesses virtually no atmosphere [356] . Mercury has an 
appreciable magnetic field and an escape veUxiity o f 4.4 km s'* . 
It may contain Na in its atmosphere possibly derived from impact 
vaporization [357].
10.2 Venus :
Topical daytime exospheric temperature (TDET) o f Venus is 280 
K [358]. In addition to the major neutral component COj, the 
upper atmosphere o f Venus contains also H, He ,0, C, CC3 and
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probably Cl and S 13."i9). Venusian ionosphere has a prominent 
peak near 140 km idenliticd as F, layer which appears both on 
the day and night side. An E layer near 125 km and possibly an 
F\ layer near 179 km are also found to appear. Daytime iemosphere 
is explained in terms o f absorption o f solar radiation by 
and He. Direct interaction o f Venusian atmosphere results in the 
formation o f a bowshock [359]. U V  spectra o f Venusion 
nightglow is found to be dominated by the s  Y band o f 
NO which are speculated to be emitted in radiative collisions 
between N and O essentially by inverse predissociation ,
+ 0 ( NO (t?  ^n  ) -> NO<C- n  ' ^^=0) [356] . Unstable 
neutral species such as CO and O tire created in the venusian 
atmosphere by photodissociation o f CO, |357] . Model-based 
calculations involving observational information regarding 
ionospheric constituents such as C' ,^ CO" ,^ N"^ , N^'*', NO^ produce 
promising agreement with airglow observations on venus 
[356,359].
10.3 Mars :
Having TDET approximately equal to 150 k and CO., as the major 
neutral atmospheric constituent o f its own. Mars interacts with 
the solar wind to produce a bowshock, the shock point o f which 
varies in position. Possessing an O^ "*" ion- dominated ionosphere. 
Mars has got an equivalent Fj layer right at the vertical height 
o f about 140 km . The stiurce o f HO^ which catalyses to produce 
CO2 recombination on Mars is H ,0  and H^ - Observations o f 
UV dayglow spectra made in the Mariner Missions, reveal that 
intense features on Mars are Cameron band o f  CO
> X . the fourth positive  bands o f  CO
( a  ‘ H —> X  ) ,  CO "^  ^band system ( a  "flw  —> X )
and (P  " T ] u ~ ^  »01 (^S, \S, —> ^P) and the resonance
lines o f Cl at 156.1 and 105.7 nm [ 356-358 J.
10.4 Jupiter :
It has a probable value o f TDET equal to 130 K if solar radiation 
is considered to be the only source o f  heat. But direct 
measurements by Voyger UVS stellar occultation measuring 
devices indicate that 11OOK < TDET < 1600 K . Solar LTV radiation 
is not the only source o f heat for Jovian thermosphere. Some 
other possible sources o f heat are upwardly propagating gravity 
waves, electrons’ and ions’ precipitations, frictional Joule 
heating due to electric fields generated in the magnetosphere 
by departure o f the magnetospheric plasma from corotation [357]. 
The neutral components o f Jovian atmosphere are H j, He, 
CH^,NH3, CH3D, C2H^, C2H2. PH 3, H2O [360]. Jupiter has a 
strong magnetic field . C2H^ ,, C2H 2 and H2 produced in different 
photochemical processes are transported downward and are 
eventually converted to CH^ at high temperature that prevails 
below the visible cloud deck. The most abundant and important
ion on Jupiter is H"^ . The various important reactions that 
place in the Jovian atmosphere or ionosphere (more speciiu am 
may be classified into three categories : ion production h\ 
photolysis <^ r electron impact, ion exchange reaction, ion removal 
or electron-ion recombination. Airglow  radiation from 
atmosphere is yet to be detected prominently. ‘He’ has beer, 
detected in Jovian atmosphere from dayglow observations oi 
resonace line at 584 A.
10.5 Jupiter’s .satellite lO  :
Being innermost o f all satellites o f Jupiter, lO  is most exposaih 
Jovian radiation belt and magnetospheric interaclK)n as a 
consequence o f which lo modulates the Jovian decametnc ladiu 
bursts [356,361]. Intense sodium D line emission has been 
observed to come from lo and its surrounding cloud. The Nais 
most likely sputtered from the satellite surfaces by intermiiter,! 
bombardement o f low energy protons. [361] . Pioneci !fi 
measured an electron density o f almost 10^  cm on lO | 35s; 
The ionosphere o f Jo contains probably Na"*^  and SO / and 
electrons which are formed by photoionization o f neutral spciuv 
such as Na and SO2 [358,362] . He 10830 A line emission tus 
also been observed to come from lo [362] .
10.6 Saturn :
H., is the most abundant neutral species m Saturnian atmosphLic 
He, CH^ and NH., are minor constituents o f Saturn’s nciiti.i! 
atmosphere [363|. TDET o f Saturn’s atmosphere was hnind! 
be approximately 900 K. Solar EUV radiation and inipac! 
inoization by energetic particles are the sources o f ionization in 
Saturn. Electron density in the Saturnian ionosphere is ol thi 
order o f 10"* cm*  ^.
10.7 Saturn’s satellite Titan :
Voyger confirmed that Titan has a dense N., atmosphere. CH, 
N 2 mixing ratio on Titan, as measured by Voyger is about .05 aiiJ |  
many other hydrocarbons have been detected in the litan > 
atmosphere. Ionization, either by photolysis or by electron im pact |  
produces U V spectrum o f excited Nj- A  major ion in Titcin^  
atmosphere is H 2CN*  ^[358]. Limb brightening with N* (1085 V | 
and N 2C4* band emission caused 970 A features are ai^ i 
observ^ [358].
10.8 Comet :
One o f the remarkable features o f the cometary spectra is thJ' 
they consist mainly o f emission bands o f molecular ions. Bands 
o f H 2O"’, CO- .^ C0 2 ,^ OH" ,^ N 2'" and CH-" have been detected n 
the cometary spectra. O f all these, CO"*" bands are the strongest | 
in the tail. H 2 0 '*’, CH'*‘ and OH'*' bands are concentrated in conu I 
Na D lines, OI 6300  A  and bands o f CN  have also been deteeif^  | 
in the cometary sp>ectra [3 5 7 ].
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10.9 M o o n  :
[sja and K in lunar atmosphere may be produced by impact 
vaporization o f the regolith by meteoritic collision. The calculated 
ate and observation together indicate that Na and K are 
irobably lost mainly by escape o f the hot impact product. Atomic 
oxygen is produced mainly by solar wind sputtering and 
jesorption induced by solar photons’ absorption. OH band 
jniission at 2085 A  with intensity as much as 50 R at the sub­
polar limb is predicted. Lcx:al Interstellar Medium (LISM ) L y  a  - 
ihotodissociation may limit the lifetime o f H^O ice in the 
:hadowed region o f moon [364,365].
H). 10 Meteors :
Strong hydrogen emissions along with NO^ yellow continuum, 
hermal red continuum and 50 atomic lines between 3700 - OtXip 
 ^have been detected in the spectra o f Leonid meteor train. Tl|e 
iiomic lines within the meteor trace decayed in seconds. Lin<|s 
=cl, Mgl, Cal, Cal, CrI, Mnl, KI and A L I along with O I5577 
vere present [3661 . Resonance Lidar measurements o f Ma 
lensity and consistent Na airglow observations were also made 
n the Leonid meteor train 2 [367].
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